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Summary 

At Philips Lighting Weert, PAR-lamps are assembled fiom their 
components. The final step in this production process is done on the 
finishing line machine, where the cap (lamp fitting) is placed and 
electrically connected to the lamp. The performance of this indexing 
machine, which is designed in the late 1970's, does not meet current 
requirements. 

Tne base of the machine (CFT basic line machne), is in itself well 
designed, but not applied well by the poorly designed, over-sized, over- 
weighted and off-centered product carrier whch holds the PAR-lamp. 
This product carrier cannot define a proper reference system for the 
processes and causes excessive wear on machine components. Besides 
this, a successful finishing of the lamp is complicated by large shape- 
tolerances on its glass parts, and imperfections in the relative position of 
its components. 

A design of a new product carrier has been made, which is the base of a 
finishing line machine with a low wear rate, on which controlled 
processes can be done. 

In this new design, two hct ions of the product carrier, fixation and 
positioning of the PAR-lamp, are separated. Due to this separation, the 
lamp can always be positioned on its required reference, canceling out the 
negative influence of imperfections in the shape of the PAR-lamp in 
positioning. 

The product carrier's new design consists of two bodies; the clamping 
body properly fixes the lamp, the main body provides the connection with 
the track and drive. Between these bodies a leaf-spring mechanism is 
situated, allowing the lamp to be positioned on its required references. 
A mass reduction of 40% is achieved by the product carrier's new design, 
combined with an increase of internal stiffness by a factor of three to ten. 
This increase in mass-stiflkess ratio, in combination with a proper 
location of the center of gravity, ensures an increase in dynamic 
performance, a decrease in hysteresis, and a decrease in wear rate, 
obtaining a positioning accuracy of the product carrier in the 0.Olrnm- 
range and an increase in component life expectancy by at least a factor of 
five. 



Samenvatting 

Bij Philips Lighting Weert vindt de assemblage plaats van PAR-lampen. 
De laatste stap in dit productieproces is het plaatsen en elektrisch 
aansluiten van de lampvoet op de lamp, hetgeen gebeurt op de 
afwerklijnmachme. De prestatie van deze machine (ontworpen eind j aren 
'70) voldoet niet meer aan de eisen van deze tijd. 

De basis van deze machine (CFT basis lijnmachine) is, op zichzelf, een 
goed ontwerp, dat niet goed benut wordt door de slecht ontworpen 
produktdrager voor de PAR-lamp, die naast een ongunstige 
zwaartepuntligging en vorm, ook een te hoge massa heeft. Door deze 
produktdrager is het niet mogelijk een goed referentiesysteem voor de 
processen te defini&en, en wordt overmatige slijtage aan de 
machineonderdelen veroorzaakt. Hiernaast wordt een succesvol proces 
bemoeilijkt door grote vormtoleranties op de onderdelen van glas, en 
fouten in de relatieve positie van de verschillende componenten van de 
lamp. 

Er is een nieuw ontwerp voor de produktdrager gemaakt. Deze 
produktdrager is de basis voor een afwerklijnmachine met een lange 
levensduur, en waar controleerbare processen op gedaan kunnen worden. 

In dit nieuwe ontwerp zijn twee h c t i e s  van de produktdrager, het fixeren 
en het positioneren van de PAR-lamp, gescheiden. Hierdoor kan de lamp 
altijd gepositioneerd worden op de gewenste referentie, ongeacht de 
onvolkomenheden in de vorm van de lamp. 

De nieuwe produktdrager bestaat uit twee lichamen; het klemlichaam 
verzorgt een eenduidige fixatie van de lamp, het hoofdlichaam verzorgt de 
verbinding met de aandrijving en de geleiding. Tussen deze lichamen is 
een bladveermechanisme geplaatst, dat ervoor zorgt dat de lamp 
gepositioneerd kan worden op de gewenste referenties. 
Met de nieuwe produktdrager is naast een massareductie van 40%, een 
stijfheidstoename van een factor drie tot tien behaald. Deze nieuwe 
massa-stijfheidsverhouding, gecombineerd met een goede 
zwaartepuntsligging, leidt tot een verbetering van het dynamisch gedrag, 
een daling van de hysterese, en een daling van de slijtage van de 
produktdrager. Dit resulteert in een positioneernauwkeurigheid van de 
produktdrager in de orde van honderdsten van millimeters en een 
minimale verlenging van de componentlevensduur met een factor vijf. 
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Introduction 

Philips Lighting is one of the world's largest manufacturers of lamps. It 
develops, designs, fabricates and sells a wide span of lighting solutions. 
At Philips Lighting Weert, GLS-lamps are assembled from their 
components. GLS-lamps are lamps for which the light source is a tungsten 
filament. In the 1970's and So's, Philips Lighting Weert was the world's 
main manufacturing and competence center for all Philips' GLS-lamps. 
However, due to the advance of other lighting technologies, and the 
growing cost of personnel in the Netherlands, most production of GLS- 
lamps is transferred to low-wage countries. Now, only small-series and 
relative large profit-margin GLS-lamp specialties are produced at Philips 
Lighting Weert. 
One of the lamps produced at Philips Lighting Weert is the robust flame 
sealed PAR-lamp. The production process of this lamp dates from the late 
1970's. The performance of this production process tends to become 
unsatisfactory with current requirements. The low performance of this 
production process is partly caused by the final machine in the production 
line, the finishing line machine. 

This report describes an analysis of the finishng line machne, which 
learns that most of the problems on the finishing line machine can be 
attributed to the product carriers on the machine. Subsequently, a method 
for holding PAR-lamps is developed, whch results in a new design of a 
product carrier. This design is the base of a new design of the finishing 
line machine, whch is able to meet current required performance. 
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Introduction 

Definition of coordinate system 

The cartesian coordinate system used in this report is referred to the PAR- 
lamp. Consider figure 0.1. 

Figure 0.1: coordinate system 

Figure 0.1 shows a fiont and side view of the PAR-lamp. Figure 1.2 
defines the characteristics of the PAR-lamp. In figure 0.1, the x- 
coordinate is defined by the line through the ferrules of the lamp. The y- 
coordinate is defined by the line through the peening holes of the lamp. 
The z-coordinate is the remaining, vertical direction. 
Subsequently the cp-orientation is the orientation round the x-axis, the \v- 
orientation is the orientation round the y-axis and the 0-orientation is the 
orientation round the z-axis. 



Chapter 1: The flame sealed PAR38-lamp and its 
production process 

In this chapter the characteristics of the PAR38-lamp, its components and 
its production process will be explained. Figure 1.1 shows a PAR38-lamp 
as produced at Phdips Lighting Weert. 

Figure I .  I : PAR-lamp 

PAR stands for Parabolic Aluminum Reflector, whch describes the main 
properties of the lamp. The diameter of the lamp is 121mm (which equals 
38 x 118"). The Philips PAR38-lamp is made off moulded glass. This is a 
hard glass of very good mechanical and thermal properties. Because of 
these properties the lamps are mostly used for high-end applications, 
where ordinary blown-bulb reflector lamps would prove to be vulnerable. 
Applications are outdoor lighting, cattle breeding, industrial and 
commercial lighting and health care purposes. 
The characteristics of the lamp can be varied by using different 
components. Different burners (a range sf  ordinary tungsten coils, kfia 
red coils, halogen or CDM-burners) can be used to create different 
luminous characteristics and intensities. Two different lenses can be 
mounted to create a spotted or a flooded beam. These lenses can be 
painted in different colors. 
Because of the fixed outer shape of the lamp, all these various types can 
be made on the same production line. 
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Figure 1.2: components PAR-lamp 

The cup-shaped reflector is the main component of the lamp. All other 
components are mounted to it. The reflector is a moulded glass product. 
Aluminum vapour is deposited on its inside to reflect the light which is 
generated by the filament in the right direction. The inner form of the 
reflector is a parabola, which, in combination with the lens generates the 
desired beam. Tne lens is also a moulded glass product. The reflector and 
the lens are flame-sealed to each other, which guarantees a hermetic seal. 
Two ferrules are mounted in the bottom of the reflector, in which the 
inner leads of the mount, wlvch holds the filament, are soldered. The 
reflector-ferrule connection is also a hermetic seal. Between the ferrules, 
an exhaust tube is attached to the reflector. This exhaust tube is used to 
fill the lamp with the desired gas, after this the exhaust tube is pinched 
and sealed. On the outside of the ferrules, the lead wires are welded. 
These lead wires provide the electrical connection between the cap and 
the mount. The cap is attached to the bottom of the reflector in the 
peening holes. 

The production process 
In Weert, the PAR38-lamp is assembled from its components. Two 
production lines, both having a theoretical output of 1800 lamps/hom, 
produce all Philips' flame-sealed PAR-lamps. Figure 1.3 shows a ground 
plan of one of the production lines. 
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Figure 1. 3: Ground plan production line PAR-lamps 

Reflectors are loaded on the first pre- and reheating machme (A) where 
the reflectors are heated. At the second pre- and reheating machine (B) the 
reflectors are heated up to their annealing point. This heating is necessary 
so local heating of the bottom of the reflector on the ferruling machme (C) 
will not cause cracks in the rest of the reflector. On the ferruling machine 
the ferrules and exhaust tube are mounted on the bottom of the reflector. 
The reflector is placed back on the first and second pre- and reheating 
machme, where it is steadily cooled by use of flames. From the first pre- 
and reheating machine the reflector is placed on a transport (D) where the 
cooling is continued in air. From this transport the reflector is placed on 
the rotating reflectorizing machine (E) where a vacuum is created inside 
the reflector and aluminum is deposited on its inner surface. 
After this the reflector is transported to the soldering machine (F). The 
mount, which is made on the mount mill and the mounting machine, (G) 
is soldered in the ferrules. At point (H) the lenses are placed on the 
reflector. On the preheating machine (I) the reflector and lens are heated, 
and on the sealing machine (J) the reflector and lens are flame-sealed to 
each other. On the sealing machine air is blown through the exhaust tube 
to give the viscous glass of the lens the right shape. On the next transport 
(K) the lamp is placed in a pot where the lamp is slowly cooled. After this 
the lamp is placed on the pumping machine (L) where the lamps are 
pressure-tested at 2.2 bar. Subsequently the lamp is filled with the desired 
gas, and the exhaust tube is pinched and sealed. The lamp is further 
cooled in the cooling tower (M) and is placed on the finishng line 
machine (N). This machine welds the lead wires on the ferrules and places 
the cap. Furthermore the lamp is tested on electrical parameters. Finally 
the lamp is packed in a box on the packaging machme (0). 



Chapter 2: The finishing line machine 

In this chapter the current finishmg line machine will be discussed. First 
the processes on the machine are explained, and the structure of the 
machine is described. An analysis of the performance of the finishing line 
machme is given, and subsequently key-components of the machine are 
analyzed. 

2.1 The present finishing line machine 
In figure 2.1 a ground plan of the finishing line machine is given. The 
lamps are transported to the finishing line machine on a conveyor belt. 
Before the lamps are placed in a product carrier, whch is indexed on the 
finishing line machme, the lamp is pre-orientated on the locating lug on 
the reflector. At position 1 the lamp is placed in the product carrier and 
clamped. On position 2 the lamp is orientated on the ferrules. On position 
3 the central lead wire is welded on a ferrule, and on position 5 the side 
lead wire is welded. Position 6 and 7 are empty. Position 8 is used to bend 
the lead wires into their final shape. No operations are done on the lamp 
on positions 9 upto 15. The operator uses these positions to inspect the 
welds and the orientation of the lamp. On position 16 the cap is placed on 
the bottom of the lamp, and two small dimples are made in the cap at the 
positions of the peening holes. These dimples make sure the cap will not 
come off during the following processes. The caps are transported fiom a 
vibratory hopper to position 16. Meanwhile they are inspected and 
orientated. On position 20 soldering flux is applied to the top of the cap. 
Positions 25 upto 27 are used to make the connection between de side 
lead wire and the cap. On the first two positions the side lead wire is 
formed to the right location. On position 27 the side lead wire is welded 
on the cap by spot welding. 

driving unit 
T 1  TI T T 

re-orientater linear track 

cap transport 

Figure 2.1: Groundplan finishing line machine 

Position 28 is the first position of the curve, which ends on position 33. 
Position 34 is used to heat the soldering flux on top of the cap, and on 
position 35 the central lead wire is soldered to the top of the cap. On 
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position 36 lamps without lead wires or caps are ejected, and placed on a 
conveyor belt. These lamps are inspected by the operator, and, if possible, 
are loaded on the starting point of the machne. On position 37 upto 42 the 
tungsten filament is recrystalized. The lamp is electrically connected and 
subjected to a growing voltage. Burners that do not consist of tungsten 
coils are not subjected to ths voltage. On position 44 and 45 electrical 
parameters of the lamp are measured. Position 47 is used to rotate the 
lamp 90". On position 48 the cap is peened on the reflector by pressing 
material of the cap in the peening-holes in the reflector. After this 
sper&sn the !amp is ready for packaging. Lamps thzt are not correctly 
peened 2re rsjected cn position 50. Position 53 54 are used to reject 
lamps that not meet the electrical parameters. Good lamps are unloaded at 
positions 57 or 59. 

Figure 2.2: The finishing line machine 

Structure current finishing line machine 
The base of the present finishing line machine is the Phlips basic line 
machine, which was designed by Philips CFT around 1975. Several 
different Philips factories use this basic line machne for several 
mechanizations. 
The basic line machine consists of standard product carriers on whch a 
product can be mounted. These product carriers are indexed forward 
along a linear track at one side of the machine, then they are transported 
along a 180" curve and transported backwards at the other side. Finally 
the carriers make a 180" turn again. The carriers are indexed by a fixed 
pitch, which can be chosen out of 80,160 and 240mm. 
The basic line machine which is used at Philips Weert consists of 66 
carriers with a pitch of 160mm (27 at both sides of the machine, and 6 in 
each curve). Two boards under the product carriers provide the indexing 
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and detenting of the carriers. Several plate cams drive these boards. These 
plate cams are placed in the driving unit, where also the electric motor and 
worm box are situated. 
The product carriers move around the machine table, on which processing 
units can be placed. Under this table a driving axle is placed which drives 
the processing units. In appendix A the original explanation by the 
designers of the basic line machine is given (in Dutch). 

Figure 2.3: Product carrier currentfinishing line machine 

On the standard product carrier of the basic line machine, a specific 
clamping unit for the PAR-lamps is mounted. The product carrier, shown 
in figure 2.3, consists of a comer piece (lower left) that is part of the basic 
line machine. The driving boards and track take hold of the product 
carrier here. On this comer piece the clamping unit (center) of the ]PAR- 
lamp is mounted. This clamping unit consists of a ring with 3 contact 
points (upper right). An opening is provided in the ring so the lamp can be 
loaded sideways. A lever presses the lamp, visible on the right of figure 6, 
on the lens against the contact points. The clamping force is generated by 
four springs. The lever can be actuated at its left end to open the clamping 
unit. 

The processing units, whch are situated on the machine table, are not 
thoroughly discussed here. For detailed information of these processes see 
P I .  
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2.2 Finishing line machine performance 
The present finishing line machine does not meet the required efficiency. 
In figure 2.4 the failure rate of one of the finishing line machines per 
week is plotted. 

- .  
2 ii 

Figure 2.4: Failure rates finishing line machine 2003 ; + 4 V' . I 
.z 

In t h s  plot a distinction is made between failures on the finishing line 
machine caused by failures made on machines earlier in the production 
line and failures that are caused by the finishing line machine. A revision 
of key-components of the finishing line machine took place in week 23. 

The average failure rate of 8% is unacceptable. 
Considered that the finishing line machine is at the end of the production 
process, costs made on the lamp prior to the finishing line machine (in the 
production of the components and in their assembly) are spilled every 
time the finishing line machine fails. Considering the low profit margin 
the factory has to deal with, many lamps have to be made to recover from 
these failures. 
It is hard to make a proper analysis of what causes this failure rate. T h s  is 
because of the lack of knowledge of the processes that are done on the 
finishing line machine. Adjustment parameters are unknown, as well as 
the tolerance-windows in which the processes work properly. In the past, 
this lack of knowledge was compensated with the skills and experience of 
the operators. But over the years these skills and experience disappeared 
because of the turnover of employees. 

To make an analysis of what causes the failures, it is necessary to make a 
proper reference system. The processes need to be checked against this 
reference system, and adjustment parameters and tolerance-windows need 
to be drawn up. 

Maintenance costs finishing line machine 
Besides the high failure rates, the finishng line machine has unacceptable 
maintenance costs. Figure 2.5 and 2.6 show the amount of maintenance 
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the finishing line machine requires relative to the rest of the machines in 
the production line. 

mr03 41ro3 4 ~ 0 3  4 3 ~ 0 3  44r03 45~03 w o 3  4 ~ 0 3  48~03 49~03 mro3 5 1 ~ 0 3  5 ~ 0 3  OIPM 0 ~ 0 4  

Week 
Figure 2.5: Maintenance time per week 40/'03 to 02/'04 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 

Time (hours) 

Figure 2.6: Total maintenance time week 40/'03 to 021'04 

The high maintenance cost of the finishing line machne has two main 
causes: 

- Machine breakdowns 
Because of the lack of knowledge of the processes on the 
finishing line machine, processes are not correctly monitored. 
Aberrations in the process are not observed, and it is not possible 
to predict life cycles of the machine parts. Preventive 
maintenance is hard to realize, so breakdowns occur at random, 
causing lvgh maintenance cost. 
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- Replacement costs 
Many components of the finishing line machine suffer from 
excessive wear. These are mainly expensive components, and 
they have an unacceptable replacement rate. 

Besides maintenance costs, wear also has a part in the failure rate of the 
finishing line machine. Figure 2.4 shows that after revision the failure rate 
decreased from 9.2% to 6.2%. 

Current product carrier analysis 

Clamping unit product carrier 
To investigate the reference system of the product carrier, it is logical to 
start with the location of the lamp. The clamping unit on the product 
carrier, shown in figure 2.3, determines the location of the lamp, and can 
be described as three contact points on the reflector and a clamping force 
Fc on the lens, as shown in figure 2.7. To fix the lamp in the product 
carrier, all six degrees of fieedom of the lamp must be suppressed (3 
translations x,y,z and 3 rotations (p,v,8, see figure 0.1 for definitions). 
When the lamp is in contact with the three contact points, three 
translations of the lamp are suppressed i.e. a single point of the lamp is 
fixed. This point can be found on the intersection (P) of the normals of the 
contact points. When there is no friction, the lamp is free to rotate around 
this point and only three degrees of freedom are suppressed. Tks  means 
that only the friction forces generated by the normal forces in the contact 
points and the clamping force on the lens prevent the lamp rotating around 
point P. In this way it is not possible to refer to the position of the bottom 
of the lamp, because the clamping unit does not prescribe the rotation 
round P, and so it does not prescribe the location of the bottom of the 
lamp. 

Figure 2.7: schematic view clamping unit Figure 2.8: schematic view clamping unit 
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Trying to prevent this problem, two extra contact points were made on the 
clamping unit as shown in figure 2.8. When the lamp is in contact with all 
five contact points three translations are suppressed (as in figure 2.7). The 
two extra contact points prevent the lamp rotating in the cp and y 
direction. Friction should prevent the lamp rotating in the 6 direction. 
Now another problem occurs. Imagine the lamp is placed a small distance 
under the contact points. The clamping force starts to act on the lens, 
pushing the lamp upwards, and making the lamp approach the contact 
points. Because of imperfections in the shape of the glass, and because the 
iamp is not positioned precisely under the contact points, not all contact 
points are reached at the same time. If the three upper contact points are 
reached first, point P is fixed according to figure 2.7. The only way to 
reach the lower contact points is by rotating the lamp round point P. To 
make this rotation a moment round point P is required. Since Fc points to 
point P, no moment is applied and the lower contact points are not 
reached. And still only three degrees of freedom are suppressed. 

Apparently both variants of this product carrier are not able to fix the 
lamp, so it is not possible to define the position of the lamp in the product 
carrier. In appendix B Wittgen's method is explained. This is a graphical 
method to make a line of thought as above. 

Since it is not possible to define the position of the lamp, it is not possible 
to define a proper reference system, making it impossible to find the right 
adjustment parameters and tolerance windows for the processes. 

Wear on the finishing line machine 
The finislung line machine is subjected to different types of wear. These 
wear mechanisms are explained briefly below. [2] 

- Wear due relative motion (ploughing 1 adhesive wear) 
This wear mechanism occurs when two bodies that are in contact slide 
along each other. Friction forces in the contact and the hardness of the 
used materials determine the rate of wear. 

- 3-body wear (abrasion) 
T b s  wear mechanism occurs when hard particles (in this case glass) 
come in the contact area of two bodies. The hard particles are 
intercalated in the soft body, and scratch the hard body causing it to 
wear. 

- Wear due fatigue 
This wear mechanism occurs when the contact between two bodies is 
intermittedly subjected to a load. After an incubation time Hertzian 
contact stresses cause the material to fail, resulting in cracks and 
breaking of the surfaces. Two typical cases where fatigue is involved 
are rolling of ball(bearing)s and repeated collision of bodies. 

In all these wear mechanisms, the rate of wear depends on the load 
applied to the participating bodies. In the fatigue-mechanism, the rate of 
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wear even is proportional to the load to the third power. Ths  makes that 
the forces on machine parts have a determinative influence on the lifetime 
of these parts. 
To find out what causes the wear on the finishing line machine, the forces 
on the machne parts with unacceptable wear-rates are investigated. 

Wear at the contact points 
The three (or five) points of the product carrier which are in direct contact 
with the lamp undergo excessive wear. When the lamp is loaded, it 
collides with the contact points resultirg in high collision forces. Dw-ing 
loading, the Imp slides along the contact points to iis find position. 
When loaded, the lamp is not fixed in six degrees of freedom. This means 
that every force on the lamp which does not act in point P of figure 2.7 is 
able to move the lamp. Each time the lamp is indexed, it slides back and 
forth over its contact points causing wear. 
Wear on the contact points results in another problem. Because the 
contact points wear down during their lifetime, the lamp will be 
positioned differently, and it is not possible to maintain an accurate 
positioning of the lamp. 

Wear on the rollers, track and drive of the product carrier 
When the product carriers are indexed, gravity and inertia act on the 
product carrier. Both these forces are proportional to the mass of the 
product carrier. The mass of a product carrier with lamp is approximately 
2.8kg. This is nearly ten times the mass of the lamp. 1.e. in the current 
design ten times the mass off the lamp is indexed, just to index a product 
of approximately 0,3kg. It is arguable whether ths  mass is needed. 

The inertial force is, as well as proportional to the mass, proportional to 
the acceleration of the product carrier. The product carrier is indexed 
according to a cycloid (inclined sine wave). The maximum nominal 
acceleration during the index is given in equation 2.1. [3] 

Eq. 2.1 

Because of the limited stiffness of the product carrier, it cannot perfectly 
follow the subjected cycloid. This results in a vibration upon the cycloid, 
and a residual vibration when the product carrier is detented. This results 
in m extra dynamical force on the product carrier, proportional to the 
acceleration of the vibration, given in equation 2.2. [3] 

2n Jm 
C 

with = - Eq. 2.2 
t m 

The relative vibration time, 7, indicates the capability of the mechanism to 
follow its input signal. A low value of z results in small dynamic forces. 
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Previous equations show that the index-time, tm, influences the nominal 
acceleration of the product carrier to the second power, so the distribution 
between index-time and detent-time should be discussed. 
The stroke made in the index, hm, has a linear influence in the dynamic 
forces. The lamp has a diameter of 121rnrn, while the pitch between two 
detents is 160mm. This extra distance traveled every index results in 
higher forces than necessary. 
Besides the already mentioned direct influence of the mass in the forces 
on the product carrier, the high mass-ratio between product carrier and 
lamp also has a negative influence on the rel~tive vibration time, cmsirig 
higher dynamical forces than necessary. 'This also comts for the internal 
stiffness of the product carrier. The design of the product carrier does not 
optimally use mass for stiffhess, again resulting in higher dynamical 
forces than would be necessary, with a stiffhess-optimized lightweight 
design. 

When the product carriers are indexed, gravity and the inertial force 
(centrifbgal force in the curves) act on the center of gravity of the product 
carrier. These forces are transferred through the product carrier to the rest 
of the machine. Figure 2.9 shows the center of gravity of the product 
carrier, with the forces acting on it. The reactions of these forces, which 
are generated by the track on the product carrier, are also shown. Because 
the lines of action of the reaction forces do not intersect the center of 
gravity of the product carrier, moments are introduced. In appendix C 
these moments are quantified. It shows that the preload on the rollers of 
the product carrier, whch is generated by the springs in the driving 
boards, can be cancelled out by these moments. This causes product 
carriers to separate from and collide with the track. The resulting collision 
forces reduce the lifetime of the rollers and the track. 
This is also a problem in the curves of the finishing machine. In the 
curves, there are no driving boards, so there is no preload on the rollers. 
Because of the moments that are introduced due to the location of the 
center of gravity, the product carriers rattle through the curve. This again 
results in a reduction of lifetime of the rollers and the track. 

Figure 2.9: Product carrier and its center of gravity 
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Positioning accuracy of the product carrier 
In order to define a proper reference system, positioning accuracy of the 
lamp must be guaranteed. According to appendix A, the basic line 
machine has a superb positioning accuracy, even at high speeds. 
Unfortunately the design of the clamping unit, built on top of it for the 
PAR-production, reduces this accuracy. 
In equation 2.3 the dynamical positioning error of a mechanism, which is 
driven according to a cycloid, is given. [3] 

Eq. 2.3 

The positioning accuracy is proportional to the third power of the relative 
vibration time. Ths  means that the index-time, mass and stifhess of the 
product carrier have a significant influence in the positioning accuracy. 
This also is the case for the index pitch. 

For positioning accuracy, stifhess of the product carrier is considered 
again. Besides the influence of stifhess in dynamical forces and 
positioning accuracy, it also has a linear influence in hysteresis. 
Hysteresis generates virtual backlash [3], whch is an uncertainty of 
positioning (see appendix C, equation C. 1). 
Besides its internal stifhess, there is another problem regarding the 
stifhess of the product carrier. Figure 2.9 shows the transfer ratio (bla) by 
which processing forces on the bottom of the lamp are transferred to the 
track. This transfer ratio reduces the rotational stifhess of the product 
carrier to the second power. The value of this transfer ratio is 
approximately 3.2, so the effect of hysteresis in the positioning accuracy 
is increased approximately ten times. 
Besides this, errors due to backlash and wear of the rollers are linearly 
enlarged in the positioning accuracy of the lamp by this ratio of 3.2. The 
reaction forces on the track as result of processing forces on the bottom of 
the lamp are also linearly enlarged by this ratio. 
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The previous chapter, in combination with appendix A, shows that the 
CFT basic line machine is in itself well designed. It should be capable to 
index products like the PAR-lamps with hgh  speed and accuracy, 
combined with a low wear rate. However, the basic line machne has not 
been applied well by the over-sized, over-weighted and off-centered 
product carriers, causing problems on the finishing line machne. Had this 
part of the design been done to a similar level of expertise, the savings 
which would have resulted over the past decades can only be estimated. 
The following conclusions can be drawn: 

Because of the flaws in the clamping mechanism it is not possible 
to make a proper reference system. 
The design of the product carrier makes it impossible to make an 
accurate positioning of the lamp, which is needed for a proper 
reference system. 
The design of the product carrier causes unnecessary high forces 
on the product carrier and its track and drive, resulting in an 
unacceptable wear rate of the finishing line machme. 

This makes a redesign of the product carrier the first step in solving the 
problems on the finishing line machine. If the redesign results in a product 
carrier which can be the base of a proper reference system, with a fraction 
of the wear of the current finishing line machine, the first step to 
controllable processes is made. 

The next paragraph shows a list of requirements for a new product carrier. 
Many of these requirements are derived fi-om the analyses made in the 
previous chapter. 

List of requirements product carrier 

Proper constraining of the lamp 
To define a proper reference system the position of the lamp must 
be defined correctly. The lamp must be positioned in six degrees 
of freedom and must be held at this place during the processes on 
the finishing line machine. 

The product carrier's mass must be low 
To minimize wear on the product carrier, its track and drive, 
forces acting on the product carrier must be as low as possible. All 
forces acting on the product carrier are proportional to the product 
carrier's mass (weight; Fw = m-g, inertia; Fi = mas, centrifugal; F,, 
= m-w2-r). So low mass should reduce wear. Furthermore, low 
mass improves the dynamics of the product carrier (Eq 2.2 and 
2.3). A lightweight product carrier can be moved faster and with 
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higher accuracy. The following example shows the importance of 
a lightweight product carrier. 
When the product carrier's mass is halved, forces on components 
which are subjected to fatigue (rolling, collision) are halved. Since 
the rate of wear is influenced by the load to the third power, 
lifetime of the components will be eight times longer! 

The product carrier's drive must act on its center of gravity 
Inertial forces that act on the product carrier, act on its center of 
gravity. These forces generate reaction forces on the track and 
&+re s f  the p r ~ d ~ c t  carrier. If the driving force acting on the 
product carrier and its inertial reaction at the center of gravity do 
not work on the same line, moments are introduced. These 
moments enlarge the reaction forces to the track. To increase 
lifetime, load on the rollers of the product carrier must be kept as 
low as possible, so these moments must be avoided. 

The pitch of the product carriers must be as small as possible 
To reduce acceleration, and to increase positioning accuracy of the 
product carrier (Eq 2.1,2.2 and 2.3), index-time should be as large 
as possible. The process on the finishing line with the largest 
processing time determines the detent-time of the finishing line 
machine (now 1.23s.) If possible, detent time must be decreased, 
and index-time (now 0.47s) must be increased. 
However, t h s  is not a specific design parameter for the product 
carrier. The index pitch is, and therefore it must be taken as small 
as possible, since it has a linear influence in acceleration and 
positioning accuracy of the product carrier. 

The product carrier's stiffness must be high 
To guarantee an accurate positioning of the lamp, hysteresis and 
dynamical positioning errors (Eq 2.3) must be kept as small as 
possible. Stiffhess has a significant influence in these parameters. 
To acheve a product carrier with high stiffhess, its mass should be 
used properly and transfer ratios must be regarded. High stiffness 
also decreases dynamical forces on the product carrier. 

Basic design principles 
Naturally, the product carrier must satisfy basic design principles 
such as functionality, process visibility and maintainability. Also 
the cost of the product carrier should be controlled, since 66 
carriers for two machmes and spares are required. So, for example, 
exotic fabrication techniques should be avoided. 

In the following chapters the design of an appropriate product carrier 
which meets these requirements is given. 
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Before designing a new product carrier for PAR-lamps, the required 
positioning accuracy for the lamps needs to be investigated. As 
mentioned, there is no information available about the adjustment 
parameters and tolerance windows for the processes on the finishing line 
machine. To estimate the required positioning accuracy, the three 
processes (welding of lead wire, placing of cap and peening) on the 
finishing line machine which require the largest positioning accuracy are 
investigated in paragraph 4.1. 

The knowledge of the required accuracy of the processes is not sufficient 
for design of a product carrier. The production process of the lamp itself 
also has limited accuracy. This means that for the finishing line machine 
important parts on the lamp do not have an accurate relative position. The 
dimensional tolerances of the lamp are discussed in paragraph 4.2. 

4.1 Process analysis 

Lead wire welding 
Figure 4.1 shows a picture of the welding unit of the side lead wire. On 
this unit the lead wire with a diameter 0.6mm is welded on the ferrule. 
The upper surface of the ferrule is a circle with a diameter of 4mm. This 
means the maximum x- and y-error, with respect to the nominal position 
of the ferrule, for this process is *1.2mm as figure 4.2 shows. Experience 
of the operators learns that the z-tolerance is *0.5mm. 

Figure 4.1: Picture of welding unit Figure 4.2: tolerances welding unit 

Cap placing 
Figure 4.3 shows a picture of the cap-placing unit. The cap is taken in a 
metal socket and pressed on the lamp by an air cylinder (not shown in 
4.3). Drawing A and B show the reflector and the cap. The inner diameter 
of the cap is 37.8*0.lmm and the outer diameter of the bottom of the 
reflector is 38.2*0.25mm. Ths results in an interference fit for the cap on 
the reflector. The drawings show that both parts have a centering edge. 
The sidewall of the reflector has an incline of 3", and a radius with the 
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bottom of 1.5mm. The edge of the cap is bent 0.8mm outwards. Assumed 
that the centering works if the cap approaches the reflector on the middle 
of its radius, the maximum x- and y-error, with respect to the centerline of 
a nominal lamp, for this process is rtl.2mm, as shown in figure 4.4. 
Because the cap is pressed on the bosses on the side of the bottom of the 
reflector, an accurate z-positioning is not required. 

-i--... -..- 

cav 

bottom 
I 

Figure 4.3: cap-placing unit Figure 4.4: tolerances cap-placing unit 

Peening 
Figure 4.5 shows a picture of the peening unit. A rotating pen is pressed 
on the sidewall of the cap. The pen folds the material of the cap into the 
peening holes of the reflector. The pen centers itself on the peening hole. 
It is assumed that the centering works if the tip of the pen approaches the 
cap inside the diameter of the peening hole. The maximum outer diameter 
of the tip of the pen is 3.5mrn, and the minimum inner diameter of the 
peening holes is 5.3mm. The thickness of the material of the cap is 0.2 
mm, leaving a maximum x- and z-error, with respect to the nominal 
position of the peening hole, of *0.5mm, as shown in figure 4.6. The 
maximum y-error can be derived fiom the tolerance of the peening depth, 
which is *0.75mm. 

Figure 4.5: peening unit Figure 4.6: tolerances peening proces 
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Tolerance per process 

Welding 

Table 4.1 

Cap-placing 
Peening 

However, these are not the tolerances on which the lamp has to be 
positioned. These are allowable errors for the processes, and the allowable 
error in positioning of the lamp can oniy consume a part of these errors. A 
first assumption is that half of these errors can be used for the positioning 
of the lamp. The other half remains for inaccuracies in the processes itself 
and for errors in the mechanisms of the process. 

X 

h1.2mm 

Estimated required positioning accuracy 

k1.2mm 
h0.5mm 

Y 
*1.2mm 

z 
*0.5mm 

*1.2mm 
*0.75mm 

Welding 

Table 4.2 

*0.5mm 

Cap-placing 
Peening 
TOTAL 

4.2 Tolerance analysis of the lamp 

X 

1t0.6mm 

The dimensional errors of the lamp have two causes; 

It0.6mm 
*0.25mm 
h0.25mm 

- Deviations in the used components 
All components in the PAR-lamp have their own production 
processes, all with their own tolerances. The tolerances of the glass 
parts of the lamp are hgh relative to the tolerances of the metal parts 
of the lamp. Reason for ths  is the difficult production process for 
moulded glass parts. In this production process, liquid glass is 
pressed in a mould. Because of the high temperature and hardness of 
the glass the moulds suffer from excessive wear. To reduce 
component cost, these moulds are used as long as possible, leaving 
large tolerances on the component. 

- Deviations in the assembly of the components 
Before mounting two components to each other, these components 
are situated in their own reference system with their own tolerance 
window. Because of these tolerances, and the uncertainty in the 
relative position of the two reference systems, the components are 
always mounted to each other with a certain inaccuracy. Besides 
this, the glass is made viscous in several production steps. In these 
steps geometrical accuracy is hard to maintain, whch results in large 
tolerances. 

Y 
*0.6mm 

Z 
HK3mm 

*0.6mm 
kO.38mm 
kO.38mm 

*0.25mm 
*0.25mm 
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Using drawing A and an analysis of the processes in the production line, 
an estimate of the internal dimensional tolerances of the lamp is made. 
Figure 4.7 shows the dimensional tolerances that are important for the 
finishing line machine. 

deviations in 

peening 

diameter and height 

deviations in lens 
diameter and height 

Figure 4.7: internal dimensional tolerances lamp 

In the following these tolerances are discussed. The reference for these 
tolerances is the nominal reflector in drawing A. 

Deviations in the reflector 
Due to the molding process of the reflector, the outer shape of the 
reflector has large tolerances. Drawing A shows that the tolerance of the 
largest diameter of the reflector is h0.75mm. Except for the wall 
thickness, the outer shape of the reflector is not specified. It is assumed 
that the outer shape of the reflector has the same tolerance as the largest 
diameter. Besides this, experience learns that the reflector is not perfectly 
round. The exact variations have never been measured. But the 
assumption that the roundness has the same variation as the diameter is 
reasonable. Furthermore the height of the reflector has a tolerance of 
h0.32mm. 

Deviations in the bottom of the reflector 
The bottom of the reflector has a smaller tolerance than the rest of the 
reflector. Besides the specified diameter tolerance, there also is an 
unspecified roundness tolerance, again assumed equal on *0.25mm. 

Deviations in the position of the peening holes 
According to drawing A, the tolerance of the x- y- and z-position of the 
peening holes is h0.25rnm. 
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Deviations as result of the sealing process 
In the sealing process the glass of the reflector and the lens is made 
viscous and sealed to each other. The viscous glass is rolled until a 
hermetic seal is reached. The outer diameter of the lamp is not controlled 
in this process and has a tolerance of kl  Smm. 
If the lens is not placed correctly on the reflector, it is possible that a good 
lamp is made with a slanted lens. The maximum deviation in this angle is 
k1.2" (in the 9- and u/-direction). 
In the sealing process the inside of the lamp is pressurized to form the 
viscous glass of the iens. The height of the lamp is set in this process, 
which has a toIerance of G3nm. 

Deviations as result of the ferruling process 
On the ferruling machine, the ferrules are placed over the ferrule-holes in 
the reflector. The exact x- and y-position of the ferrule is not controlled in 
this process. Lamps are approved if the ferrule-glass connection is 
leakage-fiee. This requires a z-accuracy of the ferrules of hO.lmm. Based 
on experience, the minimum glass thickness between the ferrule-hole and 
the ferrule should be 0.8mm. This yields an x- and y-tolerance for the 
location of the ferrules of hO.5 mrn. 
During the ferruling process, the glass in the bottom of the reflector is 
made viscous. When the ferrule is pressed in the bottom, the glass wants 
to flow outwards. A pair of tongs presses the glass back into shape. Ths  
operation leaves an undefined ridge on the outer diameter of the bottom at 
the place of the ferrules. 

Internal tolerances PAR-lamp (mm) 

Reflector 

I Bottom 

X 

h0.75 
k0.75 

diameter 
roundness 
height 

Position 

Table 4.3 

diameter 
roundness 

Lens 

Y 
h0.75 
h0.75 

peening holes 
ferrules 

z 

h0.32 
h0.25 
k0.25 

diameter 
roundness 
height 
angle 

k0.25 
h0.25 

h0.25 
h0.5 
k1.5 
h1.5 

h0.25 
h0.5 

50.25 
h0. 1 

h1.2" (in the cp- and ydirection) 

h1.5 
h1.5 

h2 
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Now the required positioning accuracy and the internal tolerances of the 
lamp are known, concepts for constraining the lamp can be generated. 

5.1 Concept I; direct clamping 
An obvious concept for the constraining the lamp, is a clamping 
mechanism which is made out of severd contact poir,ts md a closing 
force, a.s in the current prodwf: cilrrier. To fix a body in six degrees cf 
freedom, six contact points are needed. These contact points need to be 
chosen in such a way that each one of them imposes a degree of freedom. 
The location and the direction of the closing force can be generated by 
Wittgen's method (appendix B). To make an adequate clamping 
mechanism, the preload on each contact point, which is generated by the 
closing force, must be such that it cannot be overcome by the expected 
forces on the lamp. 
Because the lamp is symmetrical round the z-axis, the 9-degree of 
freedom cannot be fixed by pressing the lamp to a point. The remaining 
degrees of freedom can, so five contact points are needed. The friction 
moments generated by the preloads on the contact points should suppress 
the @-rotation. 
Three configurations of this concept are analyzed. 

Figure 5.1 : Figure 5.2: Figure 5.3: 
ConJiguration I ConJiguration 2 ConJiguration 3 

Configuration 1: Five contact points on the reflector, closing force on 
the lens 

The three upper contact points fix the lamp in x- y- and z-translation, the 
two lower contact points suppress the q- and v-rotation. With this 
configuration the required positioning accuracy (table 4.2) cannot be 
reached. This is because the roundness tolerance (60.75mm) of the 
reflector is transfenred to the x- and y- positioning of the bottom of the 
lamp. In addition, the incline of the reflector at the upper contact points 
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determines the z-positioning of the lamp. This angle is approximately 45". 
Ths  means that the diameter tolerance is also found in the z-positioning 
of the lamp (i.e. a lamp with a smaller diameter is situated higher in the 
clamping mechanism). 

Configuration 2: Three contact points on the lens, two contact points 
and closing force on the reflector 

The three contact points on the lens fix the z-translation and the cp- and y ~ -  
rotation of the lamp. The contact points on the reflector suppress the x- 
and y-translation of the lamp. With this coIifiguration the required 
positioning accuracy (table 4.2) cannot be reached. This is bemuse the 
tolerance of the height of the lamp (&2mm) is found in the z-positioning 
of the lamp. The deviations in the angle (*1.2") on which the lens is 
placed on the reflector, generates an x- and y-tolerance of hl.9rnt-n of the 
bottom. The inaccuracies generated by the tolerances of the diameter of 
the reflector have to be added to this. 

Configuration 3: Four contact points on the reflector, one contact 
point on the bottom and closing force on the lens 

The contact point on the bottom fixes the z-translation of the lamp and the 
contact points on the reflector suppress the x- and y-translation and the cp- 
and yr-rotation. With this configuration, the required positioning accuracy 
in z-direction of the bottom of the lamp is reached, because the deviations 
in the shape of the lamp have no influence in the positioning of the bottom 
in z-direction. The inaccuracy in x- and y-position remains, due to the 
tolerances on the roundness of the reflector. These inaccuracies can be 
reduced, by placing the upper contact points on the side of the bottom, 
where tolerances are smaller. 
However, practical usage of this configuration is impossible. By placing 
the contact points on the bottom, it is not possible to place the cap 
anymore. 

The direct clamping concept is capable of fixing the lamp in six degrees 
of freedom (5 on preload, 1 on iliction). But it is incapable to position the 
lamp according to the required accuracies as stated in table 4.2. This is 
because of the dimensional tolerances of the lamp. 
In addition to the fixation of the lamp as stated in paragraph 2.3, these 
tolerances contribute to the uncertainty of the position of the lamp in the 
current product carrier. 

The following concepts for the clamping mechanism tackle the problem 
of the internal tolerances of the lamp. 
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5.2 Concept 2; reducing the effect of tolerances on positioning 
accuracy 

As already pointed out in the previous paragraph, the clamping 
mechanism must clamp the lamp on its reflector or lens. The bottom of 
the lamp should be kept fi-ee for the processes. The following principle, 
shown in figure 5.4, reduces the effect of roundness errors of the reflector 
on the positioning accuracy of the bottom of the lamp. 

Figure 5.4: reducing the positioning efect of diameter errors 

On the left a perfectly round object is shown. Three forces, which are 
generated by equal elastic elements (e.g. springs), act on the object. If the 
angular pitch of the forces is equal, the center of the object is exactly 
positioned on the intersection of the working lines of the forces. On the 
right, the forces act on a round object with a roundness error e. In this 
case the center of the nominal circle is not exactly placed on the 
intersection of the lines of action of the forces. If the stiffness of the 
elastic elements is linear, the deviation in which the circle is placed can be 
calculated by using eq. 5.1 (n stands for number of elastic elements). 

When this principle is used, it needs to be considered that this positioning 
mechanism is force-neutral. An extra force (like a processing force on the 
lamp) disturbs the force balance and the desired positioning comes 
undone. However, this is not an insurmountable problem. If the forces are 
applied by elastic elements (e.g. springs), their stifhess is a resistance 
against the displacement as a consequence of an external force. When 
more elements are used, the positioning accuracy becomes better, and the 
total stiffness against external forces becomes larger [3]. Figure 5.5 shows 
how this principle can be used on the PAR-lamp. 
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Figuur 5.5: Coiacept for reduciizg tolerances in positioning lamp 

A ring of elastic elements is placed round the reflector. Depending on the 
number of elastic elements used, the lamp is positioned on the required 
accuracy, and held in x- and y-direction. The forces generated by the 
elastic elements can only act along the normal of the outer surface of the 
lamp. This means that the elastic elements not only generate forces in the 
x- and y-direction of the lamp, but also forces in the z-direction. These 
forces apply the preload on the three contact points on the lens, which 
hold the lamp in z-, cp- and y-direction. Friction on these contact points 
should be as low as possible, so they do not influence the x- and y- 
positioning. However, fiiction is needed to hold the lamp in 8-direction. 

Here, again, the shape of the lamp causes problems in the positioning of 
the lamp. Forces for reducing the effect of x- and y-tolerances require 
contact points on the lens. The tolerances of the lens in z-, cp- and y- 
direction cause deviations in the positioning of the bottom of the lamp, 
which cannot be reduced using this concept. 

5.3 Concept 3; avoiding the effect of tolerances on positioning 
accuracy 

Previous concepts show that when the lamp is taken on its outer surface 
the required positioning accuracy is not reached. So another mechanism 
which fixes the lamp in six degrees of freedom, and positions it at the 
required accuracy, is needed. To find such a mechanism these two 
functions are briefly discussed: 

- Fixing the lamp in six degrees of freedom 
As stated in paragraph 5.1, five degrees of fieedom of the lamp can 
be fixed on preload, and one degree of freedom (8) has to be fixed 
on fiction. For high stiffness, the distance between the two contact 
points which suppress the cp- or y-rotation of the lamp must be as 
high as possible. To hold the lamp in the 8-direction, the fi-iction 
moment in 8-direction, generated by the fiiction forces on the 
contact points, must be larger than the expected 8-moment on the 
lamp. To enlarge ths  hction moment, the contact points must be 
placed as far as possible from the z-axis of the lamp. This yields that 
the best position for the contact points is on the reflector and lens of 
the lamp, where these distances can be made as large as possible. 
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- Accurate positioning of the lamp 
For positioning, it is not possible to refer to the reflector and lens of 
the lamp. To reach the required positioning accuracy of the bottom, 
peening holes and ferrules, the position of the lamp must be referred 
on these components. 

When these functions are separated, an optimal design for both functions 
can be made. Figure 5.6 shows a schematic view of th s  concept. 

positioning 

I clampin9 hndv / \ 1 11 

Figure 5.6: Concept clamping unit 

The lamp is clamped in the clamping body, which fixes the lamp in six 
degrees of freedom. The clamping body is mounted to the main body, 
which is the reference to the rest of the machine. Between these two 
bodies a mechanism is situated, which can change and fix the position of 
the clamping unit in six degrees of freedom. When a lamp is clamped, the 
position of its bottom is unknown. But now it is possible to reposition the 
lamp, referring to the components which require positioning accuracy and 
thereby avoiding the influence of tolerances on the rest of the lamp. 

The repositioning can be done before each process step. For every 
individual process the lamp can be positioned on the required reference on 
the lamp. However, this strategy will require as many repositioning 
positions on the finishing line machme as processes. This will reduce 
lifetime of the product carrier, as stated in paragraph 7.3. 
It is preferable to make only one repositioning, just after the lamp has 
been loaded. Again, deviations in the relative position of the components 
in the bottom of the lamp must be investigated, in order to find a reference 
on the lamp on which the lamp can be positioned with the required 
accuracy for all processes. 
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Components on lamp used for positioning 
In table 5.1 the estimated required positioning accuracy is given again. To 
meet this required positioning accuracy, three different components on the 
bottom of the lamp can be used as positioning reference. They are 
discussed below. 

Estimated required positioning accuracy 

Welding 
C~D- lacing. 

Table 5.1 

z X 

Peening 
TOTAL 

Table 5.2 gives the positioning accuracy when the ferrules are used as 
reference. Because of the inaccurate x- and y-position of the ferrules, it is 
not possible to prescribe the lamp with the required accuracy for the 
peening process (see table 4.2 and 4.3). 

Y 

hO.6mm 
h0.6mm 

Positioning accuracy reference = ferrules 
I I I 

&0.25mm ---- 
h0.25mm 

hO.6mm 
h0.6mm 

1 Peening holes 1 *0.85mm / hO.85mm I hO.85mm 1 

hO.25mm 

*0.38mrn 
h 0 . 3 8 ~  

Ferrules 
Bottom 

Table 5.2 

S0.25mm 
50.25mm 

Dimensional tolerances of the bottom are small enough to position the 
ferrules and peening holes with the required accuracy, as stated in table 
5.3. 

0 
*0.5mm 

I Positioning accuracy reference = bottom 1 
1 Ferrules I h0.5mm I h0.5mm I hO.lmrn 

0 

I Bottom I 0 1 0 1  0 I 

0 

1 Peening holes 1 h0.25mm 1 k0.25mm I h0.25mm 1 

h0.5mm I *O.lmm 

Table 5.3 

Table 5.4 gives the positioning accuracy when the peening boles are used 
as reference. The required positioning accuracy for the bottom is reached, 
as well as the required z-accuracy for the ferrules. The estimated required 
x- and y-positioning accuracy for the ferrules is exceeded by 0.15mm. 
But, if this positioning accuracy is exceeded by this small value, there will 
be enough tolerance for the welding process itself, as can be seen in table 
4.1, so it is assumed that x- and y-positioning accuracy is sufficient when 
the peening holes are used as reference. 
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I Positioning accuracy reference = peening holes I 

[ Peening holes 1 0 0 0 

Ferrules 
Bottom 

Table 5.4 

Besides the three translations, the three rotations of the lamp influence the 
positioning accuracy of the components, and hzve to be orie~tated tso. 
The required estimated arsguiar accuracy and angulx iinacciiracies after 
positioning can be calculated out of the distance between the two 
components on whch is referred to, and the tolerances of the location of 
the components (see table 4.2 and 4.3). Table 5.5 shows the estimated 
required angular accuracy of the positioning of the lamp and table 5.6 
shows the angular inaccuracies as a consequence of the three different 
references. 

&0.75mm 
hO.25mm 

I T I I 

Welding rti.6" k3.1" 

50.75mm 
3~0.25mm 

- 

~ s t i m a t e d  required angular accuracy 

k0.35mrn 
rt0.25mm 

U) 

Table 5.5 
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From tables 5.1 to 5.6, it can be concluded that the ferrules are not 
suitable as reference for the positioning of the lamp (except for the z- 
position). If it is assumed that for the welding process a small exceeding 
of the estimated required x- y- and 8-positioning is allowed, both the 
bottom and the peening holes are proper references. A combination of 
these references is required for the complete positioning of the lamp, 
because the bottom cannot be used as 0-reference, and the peening holes 
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Chapter 6: Concepts for the product carrier 

Now the concept for positioning the lamp on the required accuracy is 
known, a product carrier which meets the requirements stated in chapter 3 
can be designed. In this chapter several concepts for the design of the 
product carrier are discussed. 

6.1 The positioning mechanism of the product carrier 
Between the clamping body, which fixes the lamp, and the main body, 
whch is the reference to the rest of the machine, a mechanism is situated 
which can change and fix the relative position of these bodies in six 
degrees of freedom (see figure 5.6). As stated in chapter 5, it is possible to 
make a sufficient positioning for all processes with one positioning step. 
To make this step, an actuator (mechanical, electrical or pneumatic) is 
needed. Since the product carrier's mass must be kept low, the actuator 
for positioning will be placed on the machine table, and only the guidance 
and fixation of the clamping body will be situated on the product carrier. 
Since the required stroke is in the millimeter-range, lightweight elastic 
elements [3] are preferred above heavier linear and rotational roller or 
sleeve bearings. If properly used, elastic elements can provide a stiff, 
backlash- and wear free mechanism. The following concepts show how 
elastic elements can be used in the product carrier. 

Concept 1: elastic rods 
Figure 6.1 shows a schematic representation of the clamping body. Elastic 
rods have high stiffness in one degree of freedom, and are flexible in the 
remaining degrees of freedom. For fixation of the clamping body in all six 
degrees of fieedom, six elastic rods are required. These elastic rods are 
clamped in the main body. When the lamp needs to be positioned, these 
clamps are opened, allowing the elastic rods to slide in en out of the 
clamp. When the desired positioning is reached, the elastic rods have a 
small deflection sidewards, and have slid a small distance in or out of 
their clamps. The clamps can be closed, and the clamping body is fixed in 
six degrees of freedom on the required position. 
The horizontal rods which fix the clamping body in the XY-plane, should 
be placed as close as possible to the bottom of the lamp, in order to 
increase rotational stiffness against processing forces, which is influenced 
to the second power by the ratio ah. 
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Figure 6.1: elastic rods 

The deflection of the elastic rods is restricted by the maximum allowed 
bending stress of the rod material, which can be calculated by equation 
6.1. This equation shows that an elastic rod with a length of 50rnm, made 
out of spring steel, and a typical lld-quotient of 50, can cope with a 
deflection (s) of 2mm, which is the maximal required stroke (table 4.3). 

The rod's stifhess can be calculated out of equation 6.2 

Concept 2: Leaf springs 
Besides elastic rods, leaf springs are other commonly used elastic 
elements. Leaf springs have high stiffhess in their in-plane degrees of 
freedom, and are flexible in their out-of-plane degrees of fi-eedom. Figure 
6.2 shows that a rectangular leaf spring can transfer two translations and 
one rotation. A triangular leaf spring can only transfer two translations. 

Figure 6.2: Rectangular and triangular leaf spring 
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To fix six degrees of freedom of the clamping body, three triangular leaf 
springs are needed, as shown in figure 6.3. For rotational stiffness, the 
transfer ratio (ah)  must be as small as possible. This means that the pitch 
(b) between the leaf springs must be as large as possible, and the vertical 
distance between the clamps and the bottom of the lamp must be as small 
as possible. Again, when the clamps are open the lamp can be positioned, 
and the leaf springs are deflected. Closing the clamps will fix the 
clamping body in six degrees of freedom on its new position. 

Figure 6.3: Leaf springs 

If the rod diameter is replaced by the plate thickness, equation 6.1 and 6.2 
can also be used for calculations on leaf springs. 

Concept 3: Fixed pivot with three elastic rods 
Figure 6.4 gives a 2D-view (YZ-plane) of this concept. 

body 

? 

Figure 6.4: Fixedpivot with three elastic rods 

I 
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The curvature fixes the y-translation of the clamping body. Because of 
this curvature, the clamping body is fiee to rotate round the center of th s  
curvature, P. Two vertical elastic rods, as in concept 1, fix the two 
remaining degrees of freedom (z and cp). When the bottom of the lamp is 
positioned in y-direction, the clamping body rotates round P. When the 
required y-position of the lamp is reached, it is secured by fixing the cp- 
rotation. Errors in cp-orientation of the lamp, caused by the clamping unit, 
do not influence the y-positioning of the bottom of the lamp. This concept 
can be extended to the third dimension by adding an extra vertical rod as 
in concept 1, and a clamping mechanism on the c ~ v & w e  to lock the 8- 
direction after positioning. 

This concept reduces the degrees of freedom to be positioned (cp- and W- 
rotations) but has a disadvantage regarding stiffness. When the bottom of 
the lamp is subjected to a processing force in the x- and y-direction, these 
forces are transferred to the main body through the curvature. Since the 
curvature is not in plane with the bottom, a moment is introduced. 
Rotational stiffness of the product carrier is influenced to the second 
power by the ratio of the vertical distance between the bottom and the 
location where horizontal forces are transferred to the main body (ah). 
This means that the product carrier's stiffness according to concept 1 or 2 
is significantly higher. 

Besides ths, the usage of leaf springs has several advantages above the 
usage of elastic rods, making concept 2 more suitable for the product 
carrier. Obviously, a leaf spring mechanism only needs three different 
clamps in the main body instead of six. Secondly, leaf springs can have a 
higher stiffness for the same maximal allowable deflection than elastic 
rods. This is because the area of the leaf spring can be enlarged by 
enlarging its width. Spring thickness, which determines the maximum 
bending stress, can be maintained. 

Appendix E deals with the dimensioning of the leaf springs. Besides its 
stiffness and maximum allowed bending stress, maximum buckling load 
and spring stiffness after deflection are also discussed here. 

6.2 The layout of the product carrier 
Now the positioning mechanism is known, the optimal spatial layout for 
the different components of the product carrier (as in figure 5.6) can be 
derived. Thee differefit concepts cm be distinguished, each characterized 
by the way the lamp is loaded. In the next paragraph, these concepts will 
be examined agianst the list of requirements in chapter 3. 
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Lamp loaded from above (concept lalb) 
First the shape of the clamping body is considered (figure 6.5, concept 
la). When the lamp is loaded from above, the clamping body must have 
an inside diameter which is larger than the outer diameter of the lamp, at 
least during loading. This means the leaf springs also have to be placed in 
such a way that the lamp can pass through. The leaf springs cannot be 
placed under the clamping unit, because for stiffness reasons, their clamps 
must be placed as close to the bottom of the lamp as possible. 
The main body must have an opening through whch the lamp can be 
loaded too. Also shown in figure 6.5, this will cause the product carrier to 
be wider than the lamp, resulting in a product carrier's pitch which is 
larger than the lamp's diameter. This undesirably large pitch can be 
reduced as can be seen in figure 6.6 (concept lb). Here, the product 
carrier is made smaller in transport direction (x). However, this results in 
adding large quantities of mass. 

I 'clamping body 

Figure 6.5: Concept l a  Figure 6.6: Concept l b  

In both variants, a stiff connection to the track can be made. The track is 
placed close to the clamps for the leaf springs, so the force-path through 
the main body is as short as possible, resulting in high stiffness. Transfer 
ratios of processing forces on the bottom are also kept small by placing 
the tracks far apart in y-direction, and close to the bottom in z-direction. 
Stiff drives, as in the basic line machine, consist of a linear element (e.g. 
board or belt) that acts in the center of gravity of the product carriers. In 
this concept the lamp is on the center of gravity of the product carrier, so 
it is not possible to place the drive here. The dnve can still act on the 
center of gravity if it is placed symmetrically on both sides of the product 
carrier. 
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Lamp loaded from below (concept 2) 
In this concept, the clamping body only has to have a diameter larger than 
the outer diameter of the lamp at its lower end. The opening in the main 
body can be smaller as in the previous concept. This results in a smaller 
product carrier, as figure 6.7 (concept 2) shows. The track and drive can 
be realized as in the previous concept. Enlarging the product carrier in y- 
direction, to make a connection to the track and drive, is preferrable, since 
rotational stifhess will be increased. 

/clamp leaf spring 

I ,main body 

track 

drive 

clamping body 
I 

Figure 6.7: Concept 2 

Lamp loaded sideways (concept 3) 
Figure 6.8 (concept 3) shows this concept. Both main and clamping body 
must be open at one side. The leaf springs have to be placed in such a way 
that the lamp can pass and all six degrees of freedom of the clamping 
body can be fixed. To avoid conflicts with the track, both tracks have to 
be placed at one side of the lamp. In this concept it is possible for the 
center of gravity to be located next to the lamp, and a single drive can be 
used. 

clamp leaf spring' 
,main body 

Figure 6.8: Concept 3 
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6.3 Product carrier concept 
Chapter 3 learns that mass and stiffhess are the main parameters for 
designing a good product carrier. Previous stated concepts are compared 
by an estimate of their mass and stifhess. 

It is obvious that concept lb has by far the largest mass. Moreover, the 
extra mass in the main body does not contribute to a higher stiffhess of it, 
so concept lb  does not have an optimal mass-stiffness ratio. 
For concept l a  and 2, the area of the smallest cross section shown in 
picture 6.9, mainly determines internal stiffhess of the main body. Its 
height (t) determines the out-of plane stiffness, and its width (w) 
determines the in-plane stiffhess of the main body. To make the main 
body in concept l a  as stiff as that in concept 2, it must be larger than the 
lamp in transport direction. This results in a larger pitch and extra mass, 
so concept 2 is preferred. 

Figure 6.9: Main bodies concept l a  and 2 

dow concept 2 and 3 are considered. Advantage of concept 3 is that only 
one h v e  is needed. However, mass must be distributed equally round this 
drive in order to let it act in the center of gravity of the product carrier. 
Because concept 3 lacks symmetry as in concept 2, the lamp has a large 
influence in the position of the center of gravity (especially when the 
desired mass ratio between product carrier and lamp is reached). Dynamic 
performance of an empty product carrier would differ from a loaded one. 
Besides this, there is a trade-off between a not perfectly placed center of 
gravity, and mass added at the right of this center of gravity in order to get 
this center of gravity at its desired location (figure 6.8). The transfer ratio 
of processing forces to the track, which determine the rotational stiffness, 
can also be smaller in concept 2. 
The clamping body in concept 2 has an advantage over concept 3. 
Because the lamp has to be loaded sideways in concept 3, the clamping 
body must have an opening at that side. This will reduce internal stiffhess 
of the clamping body, e.g. clamping and processing forces are able to 
deflect the clamping body. This reduction of stiffhess will enlarge the 
hysteresis in the clamping body. Mass must be added to increase its 
internal stiffhess, which is not desired. 
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Ths  makes concept 2 the optimal spatial structure for the product carrier. 
Both main and clamping body can have low mass and high internal 
stiffness, which guarantees a product carrier with good dynamic 
performance, low hysteresis and a low wear rate. 

Figure 6.10 shows a schematic view of the finishing line machine. 

l ~ in ish in~  line machinel I 

I 
I 

Product carrier 11 
- Connedion to drive and back --- 

Clamping body 
-FIX lamp in 6 degrees of freedom 
-low mass, high stiffness 

-Fix leaf springs during processes 

Leaf springs 
-Stiff connection in 6 degrees offreedom 

Processina units I 

Lead ware 
- weldmg 
- bendlng 

-cap placing 

TesVburn 

Figure 6.10: schematic view finishing line machine 

In the following chapter, the different parts of the finishing line machine, 
except for the processing units, are designed. 
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Clamping body 
The clamping body has to fix the lamp in six degrees of fi-eedom. It does 
not have to position the lamp with a certain accuracy, since a 
repositioning will be done, as stated in chapter 5. To create a clamping 
mechanism whch properly constrains the lamp, five fixed contact points 
and a closing force on the perimeter of the lamp are required. Because the 
lamp is loaded from below, the contact points can only be situated on the 
reflector. The closing force, whch is applied after the lamp is loaded, is 
applied to the lens. Two possible configurations, shown in figure 7.1 and 
7.2, are investigated. 

Figure 7.1: Configuration I Figure 7.2: Configuration 2 

The location and direction of the closing force is derived by Wittgen's 
method in appendix B. Because the position of the contact points does not 
influence the final positioning of the lamp, the upper contact points can be 
placed as high as possible. This results in a good transfer ratio of forces 
on the bottom of the lamp to the clamping body. This transfer ratio 
determines the 9- and y-rotational stifhess in which the lamp is clamped. 
In configuration 1 a sideward force on the bottom causes the lamp to 
rotate round P, in configuration 2 the lamp will rotate round Q. The 
leverage of t h s  force to overcome the clamping force is larger in 
configuration 2, so in configuration 1 the lamp can be fixed with a lower 
closing force. 
For configuration 2, the increase of frictional moment to fix the 8-rotation 
by placing more contact points on a larger diameter is negligible, because 
of the distribution of forces on the contact points, as calculated in 
appendix F. 
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To determine the required closing force, forces on the lamp must be 
investigated. Besides gravity, three different types of forces on the lamp 
can be distinguished: 

- Dynamic forces 
When the product carrier is indexed, the lamp is subjected to 
acceleration. This acceleration can be quantified using equations 
2.1 and 2.2. The preload on the contact points generated by the 
closing force must be higher than forces on the lamp generated 
by this acce!eration. This acce!er&ion-force does not exceed 
1 ON. 

- Forces due to the positioning mechanism 
When the bottom of the lamp is positioned, the leaf springs in 
the positioning mechanism are deflected, for whch a force is 
required. This force is transmitted from the lamp, through the 
clamping body to the main body. The preload on the contact 
points must be higher than this force. Appendix E shows that 
these forces do not exceed 15N. 

- Processing forces 
Three processes on the current finishing line machine generate 
large forces on the lamp. In cap-placing, a pneumatic cylinder 
presses the cap on the bottom by a force of approximately 400N. 
In the peening process, pneumatic cylinders press the rotating 
pens to the cap by a force of approximately 250N. And in the 
spot-welding of the side lead wire, a force of 70N is applied to 
the side of the cap. Forces generated on the lamp by the other 
processes on the finishng line machine are negligible. 

All this would result in a lvgh closing force, which would lead in high 
reaction forces in the contact points. Besides this, the lifetime of the 
mechanism which applies the closing force will be reduced. In appendix 
D a design principle for the high-force processes is proposed, whch 
significantly reduces forces on the lamp and product carrier. When this 
principle is used, it is estimated that processing forces on the lamp do not 
exceed 20N. 
Appendix F shows that a closing force of 50N generates sufficient preload 
on the contact points to fix the lamp in six degrees of freedom. 

For a low-hysteris design, the clamping body must provide a stiff 
connection between the contact points. Stifhess, and of course low mass, 
are required for a good dynamic performance of the positioning 
mechanism. A thin, cone-shaped, aluminum shell with thickened rings at 
its ends, results in lightweight clamping body with sufficient internal 
stiffness. (see appendix F). The thickened rings make sure the cone 
remains in shape, and can hold the contact points and clamping 
mechanism. 
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Spring wires 
A mechanism is needed to apply the closing force on the lens. The 
location and direction of this force is derived in appendix B. To generate a 
proper preload on the contact points, the closing force should act 
perpendicular on the perimeter of the lens. During (un)loading, the 
mechanism must guarantee a passage for the lamp. Because the exact 
location of the lens is unknown, the clamping mechanism will always 
collide with the lens during closing. The collision force should be as low 
as possible to minimize clamage on the !em, md to increase lifetime cf the 
clamping mechanism. The collision force can be calculated by equation 
7.1 [3]. 

F, =v, Jrn-c Eq. 7.1 

To minimize collision force, the collision speed, and the mass and 
stifhess of the colliding body should be kept low. To create a mechanism 
with low mass and stifhess, figure 7.3 is considered. 

Figure 7.3: Spring wire on lens 

At the desired position, a spring wire is placed under the lens. The closing 
force is applied by two forces at each side of the wire, in the desired 
direction. The mass of the colliding body (wire) is low, and so is its 
stiffness in direction of collision. The inevitable collision force can be 
kept low. The hardness and smooth surface of the spring wire reduce the 
influence of the collision force on the wear rate of the wire. These 
properties, combined with the good availability and resulting low-cost of 
this replacement part, make the spring wire superior over common 
clamping mechanisms. 

Now a mechanism which can apply the closing force, and move the spring 
wire for (un)loading has to be designed. The moving parts of th s  
mechanism also participate in the collision. Therefore, their mass and 
stiffness in direction of collision should be low. 
Two mechanisms out of spring wires are considered. Both mechanisms 
are 'bi-stabile'; whch means that a force is applied to the mechanism in 
such a way that the mechanism has two preferred positions. 'Open' allows 
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the lamp to pass during (un)loading and 'closed' applies the force on the 
lens. 
The forces needed in the mechanism, for making it bi-stabile and to apply 
the closing force, cannot be generated out of the elastic energy which can 
be stored in the spring wires in the mechanism, as derived in appendix F. 
Therefore extra elements are needed to generate the required forces. 

Concept 1 
In drawing C this concept is shown. The contact points (CP) are mounted 
in the thickened rings (R1 and X2) of the cone-shaped cla-mping body 
(CB). To reduce the wear-rate of the contact points, they are made out of 
hardened steel, and have a large tip radius, which reduces Hertz stresses. 
The clamping mechanism is attached to the lower ring (R2). First the 
'closed' position of the clamping mechanism is considered. A spring wire 
(Wl) whch can rotate round point (P), presses against the lens at the 
desired point. The closing force is generated by a set of belleville washers 
(BW) in a cylinder (C) attached in the lower ring. These belleville 
washers press against a plug (PL) which can slide through the cylinder. 
Another spring wire (W2) is placed in a groove on top of this plug. The 
other end of the upper spring wire is attached to the lower spring wire 
next to point (P). A moment is created round (P), which applies a force on 
the lens. To create the desired closing force, the magnitude of this 
moment can be varied by changing the set of belleville washers. 
The closing force can be removed fi-om the lamp by rotating the spring 
wire (Wl) away fiom the lens. The moment generated by the belleville 
washers has to be overcome until the spring wire (W2) has passed point 
(P). Now the moment is applied in the other direction, and the mechanism 
has another preferred position: 'open'. 
This mechanism is installed on each side of the lamp. This reduces 
reaction forces of the spring wires on the cylinder, caused by moments in 
the spring wires, introduced because the vertical part of spring wire (W2) 
and the belleville washers are not on the same line. Both mechanisms can 
be actuated simultaneously on tube (T) which is put over the ends of 
spring wire (Wl). A stop (S) defines the 'open' position. 
Calculations in appendix F show that the diameter of spring wire (Wl) 
has to be larger than that of spring wire (W2), to cope with the occurring 
bending stresses. 

Concept 2 
Drawing D shows this concept. The clamping body is similar to that in the 
previous concept, and so are the belleville washers which apply the 
desired force. Spring wire (Wl) is part of a four bar linkage which 
prescribes its movement. Spring wire (W2) transfers the force generated 
by the belleville washers to spring wire (Wl). Spring wire (W3) is part of 
the four-bar linkage, as well as the plate (P). Plate (P) is attached to tube 
(T), that can rotate in the clamping body, and provides synchronization 
with the mechanism at the other side of the clamping body. As long as the 
virtual intersection of bar (W3) and (P) is located right of the vertical part 
of spring wire (W2), the belleville washers force the mechanism to the 
'closed' position. If spring wire (Wl) is taken off the lens (e.g. by pushing 
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(A) downwards) this virtual intersection moves to the left. When the 
intersection passes the vertical part of spring wire (Wl) the mechanism is 
forced to the 'open' position. 

In concept 1, the location on which the spring wire presses against the 
glass is much better defined than in concept two. In addition, the number 
of parts and expected manufacturing problems by the supplier, make 
concept1 preferable above concept 2. 

Hov~ever, m e  aspect in concept ! (drawing C) should be considered. IL? 
[3] a design principle is given for the design of hinges. The body that does 
not rotate relative to the force vector in the hinge must envelop the body 
that does. The hinge at (P) does not meet this principle. Slip will occur in 
this hinge, causing extra wear. This problem can be solved when a loop is 
made in spring wire (Wl), at the desired rotation point, in which a pin is 
situated which is attached to the cylinder (C), as shown in figure 7.4. 
However, the smallest loop-diameter which can be made in spring wire is 
three times the wire diameter. This results in loops which do not fit in the 
limited space in which the mechanism should be built. 
The extra wear on the hinges is allowed, since it does not influence the 
working of the mechanism. This is because the belleville washers always 
apply preload to all hinges. Occurring wear does not result in backlash in 
the mechanism, and rattling of the wires is prevented. 

cylinder with 
belleville washers 

wire (Wl) 

Figure 7.3: Loop in spring wire at hinge 

h appendix F the calculations used ia the design s f  the clanping body are 
given. The clamping body properly constrains the lamp, its mass is 
estimated at 0.2 kg and its internal stiffness is sufficient. 

Drawing E shows the leaf springs mounted to the clamping body. To 
increase stiffness, the leaf springs are placed near the contact points, 
making the force-path in the clamping body as short as possible. In 
appendix E the leaf springs are dimensioned. 
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7.2 Leaf spring clamp 
Drawing E shows the leaf springs attached to the clamping body. The free 
upper ends of the leaf springs are clamped in the main body. These 
clamps should meet the following requirements: 

- Clamping force 
In a clamp, an object is held in its place by fiction. The clamping 
(fiction) force is calculated fiom the fhction coefficient between the 
ciamp and tne object, and the normai force generated by the ciamp. 

Fk = p. FN Eq. 7.2 

When an overload on the lamp occurs, it is preferred that the lamp 
comes out of the clamping body, instead of the clamping body to 
come out of the main body. The minimum clamping force should be 
50N, so that no (processing-) force on the lamp can overcome it. 
Assuming p = 0.2, the normal force in the clamp must be 250N. 
Because fiction is involved, hysteresis should be considered. 
Appendix G and [3] learn that if the normal pressure in the clamp is 
high, virtual backlash can be kept low. A small contact surface 
between leaf spring and clamp is desired. 

- Stiffness 
To maintain positioning accuracy of the lamp, the clamp must provide 
a stiff connection between the leaf spring and the main body. Because 
the leaf springs transmit information of only two degrees of freedom, 
the clamps must be stiff in the same directions as the leaf springs. 
Stiffness is not an issue for the clamp itself, but for the complete main 
body, and so it is mainly discussed in paragraph 7.4. 

- Operating force 
In the positioning unit, the clamps are opened to allow the leaf springs 
to slide in them. The operating force to open the clamp is applied 
somewhere on the main body and transferred to the track. The 
required high normal force in the clamp causes a high operating force. 
The rollers and track have to deal with this force every time the 
clamps are opened. To reduce wear in these components a leverage is 
required which generates the necessary force to open the clamp and 
reduces the operating force. 
The mechanism that applies the operating force on the clamps must 
act from above, since most of the space rouncl the main body is 
already used. (side; track and other carriers, below; lamp and dnve) 

Two concepts are investigated and examined on these requirements. The 
location of the clamps in the main body is shown in figure 7.4. 
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Concept 1 

\ / 
leaf spring clamps (3x) 

/ 

/ 
main body clamping body 

Figure 7.4: Location leaf springs clamps 

Drawing F shows this concept. The clamping force is generated by spring 
(S). This spring presses against a spring-steel lever (L), which can rotate 
round (P). Point (Q) on the lever presses the leaf spring (LS) against a 
hardened boss (B) with the required normal force. The clamping surface is 
kept small in order to decrease hysteresis. The clamp can be opened by 
pressing the lever down at the location of the spring. 
Due to the location of the clamps (figure 7.4) only a leverage of 1 :2 can 
be achieved with ths  concept. This means that the operating force will 
amount 125N per clamp. The following concept shows how the operating 
force can be decreased. 

Concept 2 
Drawing G shows this concept. The clamping force is generated by a set 
of belleville washers (BW), which presses pin (P) to the left. Pin (P) runs 
through the leaf spring (LS), in which a slotted hole ensures that the leaf 
spring can make an in-plane slide. A hardened ring (Rl), attached to the 
pin, clamps the leaf spring on hardened ring (R2) in the 'fixed world'. The 
clamping surface is kept small to decrease hysteresis. 
For opening, three needle rollers are used. If roller (Ra) is pressed 
downwards, roller (Rb) is also pressed downwards. Roller (Rc) and pin 
(P) are forced to move to the right, the belleville washers are pressed in, 
and the clamp is opened. The required force on roller (Ra) is determined 
by the transfer ratio between the vertical displacement of roller (Rb) and 
the horizontal displacement of roller (Rc). This is not a constant transfer 
ratio. It starts at 1:4 and grows to 1:9 when the clamp is sufficiently open. 
This transfer ratio generates not only a favorable operating force above 
that of concept 1, it also results in a lower force to keep the clamp open. 
To complete the clamp, a hardened plug (PL) and a spring (S) are 
mounted. Plug (PL) makes that roller (Rb) cannot move to the left. Spring 
(S) is required because if the operating force is taken off roller (Ra), the 
belleville washers cannot press roller (Rb) upwards, due to the large 
transfer ratio. Appendix G shows that contact stresses are high in the 
components used. Therefore hardened components are used and roller 
needles instead of balls to create line instead of point contacts. 
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The large transfer ratio makes concept 2 preferable over concept 1. 
Concept 2 does not clamp the leaf spring symmetrically (this also counts 
for the connection of the leaf springs in the clamping body). As shown in 
appendix G, this influences the virtual backlash in the clamp. When 
normal pressure is hgh  enough, this influence is negligible. 
To make sure that the needle rollers do not come out of the main body, a 
leaf spring can be placed over the upper roller, as shown in figure 7.5a. 
The leaf spring allows the roller to make a vertical stroke of lrnrn. The 
clamp can be actuated by pressing on the leaf spring. The transfer ratio 
c 2 ~  ever, be increased. If the gpper roller is replaced by a ba!!, the leaf 
spring can be turned 90°, and extra leverage can be made by pressing the 
leaf spring down on (A). (figure 7.5b) 

leaf sprin * 
ball 

Figure 7 . 5 ~  Figure 7.5b 
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7.3 Track and drive 
Spatial structure finishing line machine 
Before the requirements of the track and drive are discussed, the spatial 
structure of the finislung line machine is discussed. Three different 
structures are considered. 

- Linear in horizontal plane 
This structure is used in the current finishing line machine. The 
product carriers are transported aiong a h e a r  track. To ciose the iine, 
the product carriers have to be transported along curves, which are 
situated in the horizontal plane, shown in figure 7.6. 

Figure 7.6: Linear in horizontalplane 

Advantage of this structure is that almost all product carriers can be 
used for processing. Disadvantage is that the processing units are 
situated inside the track, which makes them difficult to access for 
maintenance purposes. Besides this, there are two different types of 
transport, linear and curved. 

- Linear in vertical plane 
Again, the product carriers are transported along a linear track. Only 
in this structure, the curves needed to close the line are situated in the 
vertical plane, as shown in figure 7.7. 

Figure 7.7: Linear in verticalplane 

This makes that the processing units can be situated on one side of the 
machine, making them accessible for maintenance purposes. The other 
side of the machine will be reserved for the operators, giving them a 
good process visibility. Disadvantage of this structure is that product 
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carriers in the 'returny-part cannot be used for processing, and again 
two different types of transport are required, linear and curved. 

- Circular in horizontal plane 
To overcome the disadvantage of two different types of transport this 
structure is considered. The product carriers are transported round a 
circular track in the horizontal plane as in figure 7.8. Keep in mind 
that separate product carriers are transported. A turntable-design, 
which is commonly used at Philips Lighting, is unwanted since the 
!zrge mt&.ing mass, which is  drive^? 02 2 smaIIer rildius ?ha2 the radius 
on which the products are situated, has elementary disadvantages 
regarding mass, stifhess and backlash. 

Figure 7.8: Circular in horizontalplane 

Disadvantage of this structure is again the accessibility of the 
processing units. Besides this, the structure of the machine is fixed. 
An extension for an extra processing unit, which could be required in 
the future, is not possible since the radius of the machine is fixed. 

This last disadvantage of the 'circular in horizontal plane'-structure makes 
the linear structures preferable. Philips Lighting Weert has become a 
specialty factory more than a mass-producing factory. The finishing line 
machine therefore must be extendable, so that new variants of the PAR- 
lamp do not require a new machine. 
To make a deliberation between the linear structures a more profound 
analysis of the track and drive of the product carrier is made. 

Degrees of freedom track and drive 
Because of the processes which are done on the finishing line machine, 
the produet exriers have to be indexed dong the pr~cessii~g z i t s .  Two 
different states of the product carrier can be distinguished; 'index' and 
'detent'. In both of these states six degrees of freedom of the product 
carrier have to be fixed. Takrng over the product carrier from index to 
detent means taking over six degrees of fieedom of the product carrier 
defined by the 'indexy-mechanism to six degrees of freedom defined by 
the 'detentY-mechanism (and vice versa). During takeover, the product 
carrier's position is over-determined; it is 'fixed9 in 12 degrees of 
freedom. Due to constructional tolerances and dynamical positioning 
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errors, the two mechanisms cannot be confined perfectly to each other. So 
during taking over, slip and collisions occur, causing wear. 
To reduce this wear, as many degrees of freedom as possible must be 
defined in the same manner for indexing and detenting, and only the 
necessary degrees of freedom must be taken over. 

This means, that in linear transport, only the degree of freedom in the 
direction of transport (x) is to be taken over. The drive of the product 
carrier must take care of indexing and detenting the x-degree of freedom, . . 
while the ren21n:ng degrees of freedom (y,z,rp,y,O) are tc! be defined by 
the track. 

Rolling is a low-friction, low-wear, robust and commonly used 
mechanism for moving objects along a track. A preloaded roller defines 
one degree of freedom. So five rollers on a track, placed on correct 
locations on the product carrier, will define the desired five degrees of 
freedom of the product carrier. Figure 7.9 shows a correct location of the 
rollers and the degree of freedom they impose. 

Figure 7.9:Five degrees offieedom defined by the track 

However, when a curve must be made, extra wear on some rollers will 
occur. This wear is caused by slip that occurs in the contact of roller and 
track when the product carrier passes a c-me in the track. The cause of 
this slip is explained in appendix H. 
This appendix shows that slip-fiee rolling is only possible with four 
rollers. The possible configurations of the rollers on the product carrier 
are shown in figure 7.10a (for curves in the horizontal plane) and 7. lob 
(for curves in the vertical plane). 

Figure 7.1 Oa Figure 7. lob 
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In both configurations, four degrees of freedom are defined by the track. 
In figure 7.10a the x-translation and v-rotation are undefined, for 7. lob 
this counts for the x-translation and 0-rotation. These degrees of freedom 
have to be imposed by the drive. The symmetric drive, as proposed in 
chapter 6, is perfectly capable of imposing the x-translation and 8- 
rotation, as shown in figure 7.1 1. 

Figure 7.11: Four degrees offreedom defined by the track; two by the drive 

So, a linear machme, having its return-part in the vertical plane is 
preferred. Such a machine has two features which ensure a low wear rate 
of the rollers. 
1) The rollers can roll slip-free on the track. Preload does not have to be 
taken off of these rollers, and four degrees of freedom of the product 
carrier are permanently defined (also in the curves). 
2) Two degrees of fieedom are imposed by the drive of the product 
carrier. This drive takes hold of the product carrier symmetrically round 
its center of gravity, so it does not generate reaction forces on the rollers. 

Design product carrier's drive 
The main design parameter for the drive is the stiffness in the drive- 
direction. For indexing, high stiffness is required for a good positioning 
accuracy (see chapter 2). If the indexing mechanism delivers the product 
carrier at the detent with a small positioning error, collisions, slip and the 
resulting wear, which occur in taking over the product carrier by the 
detent mechanism, are kept low. For detenting, high stiffness is also 
required since it has to prescribe the position of the product carrier. 

An example for a good drive which offers high stifhess in both index and 
detent is the drive of the current finishing line machine, as shown in 
appendix A. Besides the excellent dynamical performance, this drive has 
some extra advantages. Due to the constant-energy principle, the 
mechanism requires a low operating force which, in combination with the 
slip- and backlash-free design, results in a long life expectancy. 
Subsequently the mechanism is able to apply preload on the rollers of the 
product carrier, saving a preload mechanism on the product carrier itself. 
Now the wear-causing phenomena out of chapter 2 are eliminated, the 
only argument left for not using this drive, is that it has to be implemented 
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twice. Considering the costs for designing, engineering and testing a new 
drive with the same performance as the current drive, the choice for using 
this drive is justified. 
Figure 7.12 shows the product carrier and its rollers with the track and 
drive. The drive boards are placed under the main body, on both sides of 
the lamp. The rollers that impose the y- and cp-degree of freedom are 
placed on a angle of 45" with the horizontal, so the drive mechanism 
applies preload on both rollers. 

Figure 7.12: Product carrier with track and drive 

In appendix I, an alternative design for the drive is discussed. 

Necessity of indexing 
In chapter 3 several design parameters are drawn up to decrease wear on 
the product carrier. The main cause of the wear of the product carrier is, 
besides the design errors, the intermittedly accelerating, decelerating and 
stopping of the product carrier. Because of ths, wear-introducing 
phenomena as dynamical forces, collisions and slip occur. Several design 
principles to reduce the influence of these phenomena are discussed, 
however the best way to reduce wear is to avoid indexing. 

So when a new finishing line machine is designed, the processes on the 
finishing line machine should be reviewed. It is worthwhile to investigate 
whether the product carrier is detented for processes that do not require 
detenting. At least detents where no process takes place at all should be 
avoided. 

This yields a problem for the line machine with the return-part in the 
vertical plane, since no processes can be done on product carriers in the 
return-part. A constant-speed drive for these carriers has to be designed. 
When it is not necessary to index the product carriers, this dnve should be 
used. This drive should take hold of the product carrier on the same 
location and in the same direction as the indexing drive, ensuring the 
product carrier to be fixed in six degrees of freedom. Appendix J shows a 
design principle for this concept. 
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7.4 Main body 
In chapter 6 the shape of the main body is derived. Now the clamping 
body, the leaf spring clamps and the track and drive are designed, a design 
for the main body can be made. The main body should provide a stiff and 
lightweight connection between the parts of the product carrier. Drawing 
H shows a concept for the main body. 

The main body (M) is an aluminum block. On the left side two rollers 
@a) are mounted, which roll over track (Ta). On the right two rollers 
(Rb), which are placed at an angle of 45" with the horizontai, roii over 
track (Tb). All rollers are preloaded by drive (D). Ring (R) of drive (D) is 
pressed between two hardened pins (P) which are mounted to main body 
(M). The outer boards of drive (D) are the index boards, the inner are the 
detent boards. As stated in paragraph 7.4 the rollers combined with the 
drive fix the product carrier in six degrees of fi-eedom. 
A cone-shaped hole (H) in the main body provides space for the clamping 
body (CB). Three slots (SL) do this for the leaf springs. The main body 
also houses the leaf spring clamps (CL). 

Drawing G shows that the y-length of the product carrier is nearly twice 
the x-length. This length is needed to place the clamping body and drive. 
Despite that the distance between the tracks influences the 9-stifhess to 
the second power, the large span of the main body has a negative 
influence on the internal bending stifhess. To increase bending stifhess, 
the thickness of the main body should be as large as possible. The main 
body's stifhess is calculated in appendix K. 

This concept for the main body has a drawback considering its mass. The 
mass of the aluminum in the main body is approximately 1.6kg. When the 
clamping body and lamp (0.5kg), and the rollers and clamps for the leaf 
springs, are added (estimated at 0.3kg) total mass for the product carrier 
will be 2.4kg. When the 2.8kg of the current product carrier is considered, 
the desired mass reduction is not reached. 
The high mass of the main body can be attributed to the unfavorable 
mass-stiffness ratio of the main body for bending. To achieve a sufficient 
bending stifhess, relatively large quantities of mass must be added. Only 
the material on the top and bottom surface of the main body does 
contribute to the bending stiffness. Therefore drawing I is considered. 

Drawing I shows a lightweight main body. The outer shape and 
functionality are the same as that of drawing G. In machining of the 
alminum blcck, material that does not have a fimction md does not 
significantly contribute to the internal stifhess is removed. A bottom 
plate (BP) and outer border (B) are left. Inside the border, material is left 
where the drive boards act on the main body (D), and a ring (R) in which 
the leaf spring clamps (CL) are situated. For internal stifhess, a top plate 
(TP) must be added. This plate is bolted on top sf  the border on locations 
where forces (processing and reaction) come in the main body. The 
material is now located on the outer dimensions of the main body. Here it 
contributes most to the internal stifhess. In appendix K the stifhess of 
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the main body is calculated. This appendix shows that this mass reduction 
leaves sufficient stiffness for the main body. The remaining mass of the 
main body now is 0.8kg, which yields a total mass for the product carrier 
with lamp of 1.6kg. 

In this design, the leaf spring clamps are implemented in the main body. 
Their orientation gives difficulties for machining the main body. 
Moreover, the heavy loaded needle rollers will wear down the aluminum. 
Therefore hardened steel sockets are inserted in the ring of the main body, 
as c 2 ~  Seer, seen in figure 7.13. The extra mass C ~ I I  be compensated with 
extra removal of material of the main body. E.g. extra holes in the ring 
will not significantly influence its bending stiffness but will reduce its 
mass. 

hardened socket 

Figure 7.13: Hardened sockets for leaf spring clamps 

Appendix L shows an alternative design for the main body. In this design, 
all rollers have the same amount of preload, which is not the case for the 
rollers in drawing I. Subsequently this design has two similar tracks 
instead of the different tracks in drawing H. 
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7.5 Positioning unit 
As stated in paragraph 5.3, the lamp has to be positioned after it is loaded 
in the clamping body. After positioning, the leaf springs ensure the new 
position of the lamp. To point out when the positioning takes place, a 
stepwise description of the finishing line machine is given. 

- Loading of lamp 
The lamp is transported from a conveyor belt to the loading position 
of the finishing iine machine. Here, the iarnp is piaced in the dampiiig 
body from below. Before the lamp is placed, it must be pre-orientated 
in 0-direction, since the clamping body does not imposes this degree 
of freedom to the lamp. The locating lug on the outer diameter of the 
reflector is perfectly suitable for this pre-orientation. When the lamp is 
placed in the clamping body, the spring-wire mechanism can be 
actuated, ensuring the lamp to be in contact with all contact points of 
the clamping body. The bottom of the lamp does now have a 
positioning accuracy according to table E.1. This loading step requires 
one detent on the machine. 

- Positioning of lamp 
On this position, the positioning unit opens the leaf spring clamps and 
takes the bottom of the lamp to the required position. The maximum 
stroke that is made can be seen in table E.1. The leaf springs deflect 
and slide in their clamps. On the new position, the leaf spring clamps 
are closed and the positioning unit releases the lamp. The positioning 
step requires one detent on the machine. The positioning unit is 
designed in this paragraph. 

- Processing of lamp 
Now the lamp is on its required position, processes on the lamp can be 
done. 

- Unloading of Iamp 
When the lamp is finished, it has to be unloaded on a conveyor belt. 
The spring wire mechanism is taken off the lens. Gravity, or an 
auxiliary mechanism can be used to separate the lamp from the 
clamping body. Since the spring wire mechanism is bi-stabile, it 
remains open until it is closed again in the loading step. The unloading 
step - requires - one detent of the machine. 

- Re-aligning clamping body 
Since the slide and deflection which the leaf springs can make is 
limited, the clamping body must be reset before a new lamp is loaded. 
This re-aligning can be done at the unloading detent, or at a detent 
between the unloading and loading detent. 
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Degrees of freedom in the positioning unit 
Paragraph 5.3 states that a sufficient positioning of the lamp is only 
possible when the peening holes and the bottom of the lamp are used as 
reference. Since both references are not capable of defining all six 
degrees of freedom of the lamp, a combination of both references is 
required. 

- Peening holes 
The %orientation of the lamp must be referred with the peening holes. 
To impme th i s  degree of freedom, the x-trmsl&ion of both peeJlzg 
holes must be fixed. A peening hole can be taken by pressing a ball in 
it. If a ball is pressed in both peening holes, the balls impose four 
degrees of freedom of the lamp, as shown in figure 7.14. 

I 

Figure 7.14: Balls pressed in the peening holes 

The y-degree of freedom is not imposed in this manner. The forces 
acting on the balls are in equilibrium, so a small force in y-direction 
would already cause the lamp to displace. The y-translation can be 
imposed if the mechanisms wlvch press the balls in the holes are 
synchronized. The synchronization must fix the mutual y-position of 
the balls, ensuring the center of the lamp to be fixed between the two 
balls. The influence of diameter errors in positioning of the center is 
halved. Mechanisms for this synchronization are shown in appendix 
M. 

- Bottom 
The v-orientation of the lamp must be referred with the bottom. Two 
contact points on top of the bottom, with a relative distance in x- 
direction would impose this degree of freedom, and the z-translation 
of the lamp. Adding a contact point which has a relative distance in y- 
direction with previous contact points also imposes the cp-orientation, 
as figure 7.15 shows. 

Figure 7.15: Three contactpoints on bottom 
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To impose the degrees of freedom in the horizontal plane, the side 
instead of the top of the bottom must be used. Because of the shape of 
the bottom, it is not possible to define the 8-orientation. The x- and y- 
position can be imposed by pressing the bottom in a v-groove, as 
figure 7.16a shows. Pressing contact points to the side of the bottom 
also imposes the required degrees of freedom, which is shown in 
figure 7.16b (synchronization required). 

Figure 7 .16~  Figure 7.16b 

Now all possible locations to define the degrees of freedom of the lamp 
are known, a set of references is chosen. 
For the degrees of freedom in the horizontal plane (x,y,8) the side of the 
bottom or the peening-holes can be used. Due to the ferruling process 
there is a possibility of deviations in shape of the side of the bottom. 
Besides this, considering the lamp is transported in x-direction, the v- 
groove and contact points out of figure 7.16 have to make a larger stroke 
than the balls in figure 7.14 to allow the lamp to pass. This larger stroke 
has to be made in the same time span, generating higher forces 
(acceleration, collision). So it is preferred to refer the degrees of freedom 
in the horizontal plane to the peening-holes. 
Since the bottom of the lamp must be used to impose the yl-orientation, at 
least two contact points must be situated on the bottom of the lamp, 
imposing two degrees of freedom out of the horizontal plane. With less 
effort, a third contact point can be placed on the bottom, which imposes 
the final degree of freedom. 

Using this set of references, the following steps are required for 
positioning the lamp, schematically shown in figure 7.17. 

1) When the product carrier arrives at the positioning detent, the 
clamping body is at its nominal position. 

2) From below, a lifting mechanism is placed on the lens. 
3) Fro= above, a mechanism operates the clamps for the leaf springs; 

the clamping body is now free from the rest of the product carrier. 
4) The lifting mechanism presses the bottom of the lamp to three 

contact points. The 9- yr- and z-degree of freedom of the lamp are 
now imposed. The lifting mechanism must be designed in such way 
that these three degrees of freedom are imposed by the contact 
points, and not by the lifting mechanism. 

5 )  A pair of synchronized tongs presses the balls in the peening-holes, 
imposing the x- y- and 8-degree of freedom of the lamp. This 
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mechanism should be designed in such way that it only imposes 
these three degrees of freedom. 

6) Now all six degrees of freedom of the lamp are imposed, the 
operating mechanism can be taken of the leaf spring clamps. These 
clamps are closed, and the clamping body is fixed to the rest of the 
product carrier in six degrees of freedom. 

7) The lifting mechanism and the pair of tongs are taken off the lamp. 
This also counts for the three contact points, preventing them to 
scratch on the bottom when the lamp is moved to the next detent. 

8) The prcdxt cmier c z i ~  be irrdexed. 

operating mecha 
. 

leaf spring clam1 

2,4 

7 
lifting mechanism 

I 
Figure 7.1 7: Stepwise description for positioning of lamp 

Previous stepwise description shows that many steps are needed to 
position the lamp. All these steps have to take place in the time span of 
one detent. An estimate of the relative vibration time (equation 7.3) shows 
that, with properly designed mechanisms (low mass, high stiffhess) a 
good positioning can be obtained [3]. Besides this, the strokes of the 
mechanism should be kept as low as possible to ensme good positioning 
accuracy and low dynamical forces. 

To ensure a good relative vibration time, stiffness of the positioning 
mechanism should be high. However, this has a negative influence on the 
forces generated when the mechanism collides with the lamp (Equation 
7.1). To keep the collision forces low, the necessity of low mass and small 
stroke (yielding in low collision speed) is emphasized. 
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Drawing J shows the design of the pair of tongs which imposes the 
degrees of freedom in the horizontal plane. A ball (B) is glued in a block 
(BL) which is mounted to leaf spring (LS). Shaft (SH) holds leaf spring 
(LS), and its shape allows the lamp to pass. Shaft (SH) is mounted to the 
fixed world by bearings (BE). Synchronization of the tongs is provided by 
a bar linkage. Two flanges (F) are attached to shaft (SH). Both tongs are 
connected by means of bars (Bl) and (B2), and symmetrically 
synchronized by bar (B3). Bar (B3) should be connected to the fixed 
world at pivot (P2), preventing pivot (PI) from moving sidewards. 
As c m  be seer, ir, the detail on Orawing I, thee &its are g o m d  on the 
ball. This makes sure that collision forces, whch point perpendicular to 
the remaining rounded surface of the ball, cannot break the small rim of 
glass just above the peening-hole. 
The leaf springs are only capable of transferring three in-plane degrees of 
freedom from the fixed world to the balls, ensuring that the out-of plane 
degrees of freedom are defined at the bottom of the lamp. To open the 
pair of tongs, a moment must be applied to one of the gears, which 
overcomes the spring force. 
To ensure a stiff mechanism, torsional stifhess is required for the shaft. 
This means that its diameter has to be as large as possible. However, the 
moment of inertia round the center of the shaft determines the mass that 
participates in the collision with the lamp. To reduce its moment of 
inertia, a hole is drilled in the shaft. 
In Drawing J pins and sleeve bearings are used to provide rotation of the 
pair of tongs and the bars. If these bearings are replaced by elastic 
elements, a backlash and wear-free positioning mechanism can be 
designed, and positioning accuracy is guaranteed over its lifetime. 

Drawing K shows the design of the contact points for cp- yl- and z-degree 
of freedom. 
These contact points cannot be fixed directly to the fixed world because of 
two reasons. First, when the lamp is pressed against these contact points, 
fi-iction will occur. Tlus fi-iction causes excessive wear on the contact 
points when the laxnp is placed in the correct position in the horizontal 
plane by the pair of tongs. Besides this, this fiction causes hysteresis, and 
an accurate x- y- and @-positioning is not possible anymore. 
Therefore, balls (B) are free to roll a small distance in tapered hole (H) of 
cap (C), which also ensures a passage for the lamp. Surface (SU) 
prescribes the z-position of the balls, determining the cp- yl- and z-degree 
of freedom of the lamp. When the lifting mechanism is taken off the lamp, 
the position of the balls is determined by the tapered holes. 

Drawing L shows the mechanism that provides the contact points to be 
taken off the lamp, before the lamp is indexed. The pair of tongs is 
displayed in thin lines. Boss (B), which holds the contact points, is 
pressed on surface (SU) on the fixed world, by spring (S). To ensure 
preload on this surface, the force generated by spring (S) must be larger 
than the force generated by the lifting mechanism. Leaf spring (LS) holds 
the boss in the horizontal plane and allows it to make a small 
displacement in z direction. 
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8.1 Evaluation on design product carrier 
In t h s  paragraph the new design of the product carrier is reviewed on the 
design parameters stated in chapter 3. 

The constraining of the lamp 
Instead of the clamping unit of the current product carrier, whch is not 
able to fix the lamp in six degrees of freedom, and cannot provide the 
required positioning accuracy of the lamp, a new clamping mechanism is 
designed whch always fixes the lamp. Due to imperfections in the shape 
of the lamp a repositioning mechanism is required to obtain the desired 
positioning accuracy of the bottom of the lamp. 

The product carrier's mass 
The mass of the current product carrier equals 2.5kg. The new product 
carrier's mass equals 1.3 kg. When loaded, these values are 2.8 and 1.6 
kg. This means that a mass reduction of more than 40% is achieved, 
resulting in a life expectancy of the rollers which is five times larger than 
that of the current product carrier. Besides this, the mass reduction has 
significant influence in the dynamic performance of the product carrier, 
resulting in a higher positioning accuracy. 

The product carrier's drive and center of gravity 
The stiff dnve of the CFT basic line machine guarantees a good dynamic 
performance. In the new product carrier this drive has to be implemented 
twice. Instead of the unfavorable location of the drive on the current 
product carrier, the drive of the new product carriers acts on the center of 
gravity, minimizing roller load. The lamp is also located on the center of 
gravity of the product carrier, minimizing the difference in dynamic 
performance between a loaded and a unloaded product carrier. 

The product carrier's stiffness 
Table 8.1 shows the internal stiffness in the six main du-ections of the 
current and the new product carrier. 

Product carrier's internal stiffness in main directions 1 

Table 8.1 

The current product carrier's stiffness is derived in appendix C. The new 
product carrier's stiffhess can be calculated out of the stiffness of the leaf 
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spring configuration (figure E.2) and that of the main body (figure K.3) by 
equation 8.1. 

Eq. 8.1 

Table 8.1 shows that stifhess is increased three to ten times by the new 
design of the product carrier. 

The product carrier's positioning accuracy 
The improvement of the mass-stifhess rate yields the following 
improvements in positioning accuracy. 

Dynamical positioning error 
The accuracy at which the dnve is able to position the product carrier 
was already sufficient in the current design. Comparing the current 
design with the example in appendix A, a similar, sufficient, 2-value is 
found. 
However, the mass reduction and the doubling of the drive's stiffness, 
results in a halving of the relative vibration time, reducing dynamical 
positioning error by a factor of eight. (see equations 2.1 until 2.3) 

- Hysteresis 
The low internal stifhess of the current product carrier, combined 
with the friction on the contact points, yields an estimated virtual 
backlash in the positioning of the lamp in the 0. lmrn-range, as derived 
in appendix C. The increase of internal stifhess of the new product 
carrier leads to a uncertainty of positioning in the 0.Olrnm-range. 

- Influence of backlash and wear 
Increase of positioning errors during use due to backlash and wear of 
rollers, track and drive are enlarged by the unfavorable transfer ratios 
of the current product carrier. The new product carrier is designed 
without these transfer ratios, resulting in a more accurate positioning 
of the lamp. 

Wear of the product carrier 
Besides the already mentioned reduction of wear by the mass reduction, 
other features of the new product carrier enlarge its life expectancy. The 
rollers of the new product carrier remain on their track. The drive boards 
are only loaded in the drive-direction, and the improved dynamical 
positioning accuracy decreases collision forces during takeover. 

Basic design principles 
In the design of the product carrier, its fabrication costs are considered. 
The product carrier's simplicity, combined with the use of standard parts, 
makes a low-cost fabrication possible. 
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The positioning accuracy of the bottom of lamp 
Previously discussed design parameters result in an increase of the 
positioning accuracy of the lamp, whch is shown in table 8.2. 

Positioning accuracy bottom of lamp 

I New product carrier I < *O.lmm I < *O.lmm I < =tO.lmm I 

X 

Required 
Current product carrier 

Table 8.2 

In t h s  table, the tolerances in the relative distance between the 
components of the lamp, which are discussed in paragraph 5.3, are not 
integrated. For the current product carrier, the positioning accuracy as 
consequence of the tolerances of the outer shape of the lamp and the 
position of the contact points is shown. However, positioning is worse, 
because of the unsuppressed rotations of the lamp, dynamical positioning 
error, virtual backlash, backlash and wear. 
For the new product carrier, these phenomena are minimized, and the 
influence of imperfections of the shape of the glass in the positioning of 
the lamp is avoided, resulting in sufficient positioning accuracy of the 
lamp. 

Y 
*0.25mm 

> rt0.75mm 

z 
*0.38mm 

> *0.75mm 
kO.25mm 

> *0.38mm 
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Conclusion 
The current finishing line machine has unacceptable failure rate and 
maintenance cost. Analysis of the current finishing line machine learns 
that a proper reference system for the processes on the finishing line 
machine cannot be made with the design of the current product carrier. 
Without a reference system, processes on the finislung line machine 
cannot be monitored and examined, and the failure rate cannot be 
decreased. 
Besides ths, the components of the product carrier suffer from excessive 
wear. This wear causes high maintenance cost, and complicates the 
definition of a reference system. The excessive wear is also a result of the 
design of the product carrier. 

The first step in solving the problems on the finishmg line machine is a 
redesign of the product carrier, which is the base of a proper reference 
system and has a fraction of the wear of the current product carrier. 

An analysis of the shape of the lamp, and the processes on the finishing 
line machine learns that, due to imperfections in the shape of the lamp, the 
two functions of the product carrier have to be separated. For a proper 
reference system, first the lamp must be fixed in six degrees of freedom, 
after which it can be positioned on its desired location. 

A product carrier according to this concept is designed. Due to the 
positioning mechanism in this product carrier, its low mass, its high 
internal stiffness and proper location of its center of gravity, it is the base 
of a proper reference system. Wear-causing phenomena are minimized, 
reducing required maintenance on the product carrier and its track and 
drive. 

This new product carrier is the base for a new design of the finishing line 
machme which has a proper reference system. Controlled processes will 
be possible on this new finishing line machine, and maintenance cost will 
be reduced. This report contains indications for the design of the new 
finishing line machine, yet a complete design has not been made. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: CFT basic line machine (in Dutch) 

Het bestellen van 
basislijnmachines 

Ter ondersteuning van het gebmik van de basislijn- 
machme zijn door de Machinefabriek M, in overleg met 
het CFT, een aantal maatregelen genomen, te weten: 

1. vaste prijzen per stuk voor d e  types; 

2. levering bmnen 5 maanden van de machines met een 
opzetsteek van 160 mm; 

3. desgewenst installatie ter plaatse, 

4. diecte service bij produktiestoring; 

i 

Collegedictaat Dynamisch Gedrag 

5. voorraad van de volgende reserve-onderdelen: 
- wereldarret 8122 964 07600 
. opzetarret 18 pos 07610 
- opzetarret 19 pos 07620 
- opzetarret 20 pos 07630 
- tandriem voor bocht 08330 
- synchroflex tandriem voor bochtaandrijving 

type T10/610,25 mm breed. 

N.B. Men mag er niet op rekenen dat ook andere 
onderdelen direct leverbaar zijn. 

Voor prijzen, bestelliigen en service kan men contact 
opnemen met: 

de heer M. Verhees 
Orderbureau Machinefabriek M 
geb. TX - tel. 7.88393 

Wij ontvingen van Prof.Ir. W. van der Hoek het college- 
dictaat getiteld: 

HET VOORSPELLEN VAN 
DYNAMISCH GEDRAG EN 
POSITIONERINGSNAUWKEURIGHEID 
VAN CONSTRUCTIES EN MECHANISMEN 

Aan de begeleidende brief ontlenen wij de volgende ge- 
gevens: 

- Dit is de 7e druk van het collegedictaat. 

- Het TH-nummer is 4.007. 

- Van het genoemde collegedictaat zijn vele tientallen 
exemplaren bij diverse BM-medewerkers in omloop. 
Voorheen werden deze gratis verstrekt. Dit is thans 
niet meer mogelijk. 

- Daarom is het volgende afgesproken: 
Gegadigden kunnen bestellen: 
- collegedictaat - 7e dmk - prijs fl. 15,- per dictaat, 

resp. 
- verzameling nieuwste DDP's - uitgave 6a - 

priis ca. fl. 5.- per exemplaar. - - . % 

- Deze 7e druk is een herziene uitgave waaraan een 
aantal nieuwe ~~p~ zijn toegevoegd; DDP = D~~ Deze bestelling moet vergezeld gaan van een magaijn- 

Duivels fientenboek, de titel van bet hoofdstuk met afgiftebon @oUerith-bo$)..waarmee de worder. 

constructie-principes. 
met doorbelast TH-Eindhoven. door administratie CFT, die dit verrekent 

Deze nieuwe DDP's zijn ook afzonderlijk verkrijgbaar 
als de verzameling DDP's met aanduiding 6a. De bestelling - mdt de bon - opsturen naar 

Deze venameiing DDP's completeert de "oudere" de heer H. Vreeswijk 
5e of 6e druk van het couegedictaat tot de inhoud Technische Voorlichting en Dowmentatie 
van de 7e dmk. Machinefabrieken - geb. TAM - tel. 7.83615 
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- door Ing. J. Abraham 
Ir. J. Collette 
Prof.lr. W. v.d. Hoek 
Ir. B. Wittgen 

allen C.F.T. 

VOORAF 

Deze beschrijving verwiist op vele plaatsen naar 
D. D.P. 's. 
Dir zqn constructie-principes uit bet hoofdstuk 
Des Duivels Prentenboek uit het collegedictaat 
van Prof.lr. W. van der Hoek. 
Zie mededeling hierover op pag. 37 van dit num- 
mer. 

- Een aantal jaren geleden liep m het CFT het project 
"bas~slijnmachine", waaraan werd meegewerkt door con- 
structeurs van verscheidene BMafdelingen. 

Dit resulteerde in een basislijnmachine van vrij te 
kiezen lengte, waarop zowel specifiek ontwikkelde be- 
werkimgsunits als standaard functieelementen worden 
geplaatst. 
De produktdragers worden langs een geleiding periodiek 
opgezet met een steek van (naar keuze) 80 of 160 of 
240mm, h6Cn langs de ene kant van de iijn, en weer 
terug langs de andere kant. Zie fig. 1. 

De machime vindt in het bijzonder toepassing in me- 
chanisatieprojecten, waarbij voor het stapsgewijs trans- 
porteren van het groeiende produkt het aantal stations 
zo groot is dat een basismolen niet kan worden toege- 
past, of wax in een later stadium uitbreiding van het 
aantal stations mogelijk moet zijn. Voorts wordt de 
machine daar toegepast waar zeer nauwkeurige positio- 
nering gewenst is, ook bij hogere snelheden. 

OPBOUW VAN DE MACHINE 

In de bestaande uitvoering worden de produktdragers 
in een horizontad vlak langs twee zijden in-lijn inter- 

) 

mitterend opgezet. Het doonoeren van de produktdra- 
gers van de ene kant naar de andere geschiedt door mid- 
del van (in de nieuwe typen: aangedreven) bochten. Aan 
beide zijden kunnen op de binnenzijde van de machine 
bewerkingsunits als overzet-, pen- en controle-functies 
geplaatst worden. Zie fig. 2. 

-$&amen met plaatsing van de onderdelentoevoerunits 
aan de buitenzijde, wordt een goede toegankelijkheid tot 
de machime verkregen. 
De basismachine heeft (gemeten over de verticale loop- 
vlakken van de produktdragers) een breedte van 792 mm 
(zg. "brede versie"). 
De machine is leverbaar in de opzetsteken 80, 160 en 
240 mm (= produktdragerbreedte). 

De basislijn bestaat uit een aandrijfkist met daaraan 
gekoppeld 1 tot maximaal 6 tafels. Eke tafel heeft een 
lengte van 1440 mm. 
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Fig. 2 

Behalve een elektromotor en wormkast zijn in de aan- 
dnjfkist de nokken en hetbomen voor de aandrijving van 
het opzet- en arreteermechanisme van de produktdragers 
ondergebracht. De ingaande as van de wormkast kan 
worden doorgekoppeld met een zg. "snelle as", die 
onder aUe tafels doorloopt. Vanaf de "sneUe as" kunnen, 
via apart toe te voegen bovenliggende tafel-assen, bewer- 
kingsunits worden aangedreven. 

Er lopen nog wat wijzigingsvoorstellen en de vrijgave- 
procedure (die leidt tot opname in de constructeursmap) 
is nog niet afgerond. Fomeel zijn de tot nu toe afgele- 
verde machines dus nog slechts prototypes. 

Project 

I aantal 

I afgeleverde 
basisliin- 
machines 

I 

Luidspreker-eindmontage 
Multipool (deflectie-unit) 
Borstelhouder-mechanisatie 
Samenstellen persglaslamp 
Glaspareldiode-machine 
Brilmontage (shavers) 
Connectorenfabricage 
Chipmontage op dikkefilm-substraat 
Cassetterecorderioopwerkmontage 
Wikkelmachine hwgspanningsspoel 
Videocassettelnontagemach. (zie fig. 2) 
Druktoets-montage (Data Systems) 
Afwerkmach. hoogspanningsspoel 
Chipmontagecarradio 
Voorschakelapparaat TL 

In bestelling ziin momenteel no9 

AFGELEVERDE MACHINES 

Afgeleverd zijn tot nu toe 26 machines met in totaal 
68 tafels. 
Tabel 1 geeft een goede indruk van het huidige toepassings- 
gebied. 

INLlCHTlNGEN 

Voor voorlichting en advies omtrent keuze en toepas- 
sing kan men zich wenden tot de groep Mechanisatie- 
systemenCFT,Abrahams(ea.)-geb.SAQ-1 -tel.55114. 

aantal 

6 machines met in totaal 15 tafels 

39 

Voor service, bestellingen en in- 
formatie over kostprijs en levertijd 
wende men zich tot de Machiiefa- 
btieken (de heer M. Verhees - geb. 
TX - tel. 88393). 
Zie ook de mededeling: HET BE- 
STELLEN VAN BASISLIJNMA- 
CHINES op pag. 37van dirnummer. 
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De damschijven @) van de arrets (in feite INAlooprol- 
buitenringen 16 mm@) zijn opgenomen in Delrin houders, 
de zogenaamde muizen (M). De muizen zijn op hun beurt 
ondergebracht in opzet- of wereldarretlijsten (U). 
Dit zijn uit 1,2 mm dikke plaat gezette hoogkante U- 
profielen van (uitwendig) 19x59mm met een standaard- 
lengte van 1440 mm. 
Zo'n U-profiel is voorrien van 18 gaten voor draaipunten 
B en 18 aanslagen A die door middelvan plastiiche defor- 
matie (zie D.D.P. 47 en 57.4 in de zevende druk) uiterst 
nauwkeurig op een steek van 80,fX zijn gebracht. 
Bij een basislijn van 80 mm steek monteert men in ekvan 
de 18 posities een muis; bij lijnen van 160 of 240 mm 
steek kan men om en om din, resp. 2 muizen weglaten. 
ECn muis is immers nodig en voldoende om een produkt- 
drager met twee pennen zijn juiste positie t.0.v. deopzet- 
of wereldarretlijst voor te schrijven. 
Zeker in de wereldarretlijst zal men ze echter vaak toch 
w6l monteren om ze extra voorspanning te laten geven 
tegen een vlak plaatje in de produktdrager. 

De opzetarretlijst is gelagerd door middel van kogel- 
lagers buiten op de door het U-profiel heenstekende 
lagerpennen B, die afrollen op vaste lijsten in het frame 
als de opzetarretlijst bediend wordt. 
De wereldarretlijst heeft in plaats van kogellagers vaste 
steunblokjes waarmee hij op de vaste lijsten in het frame 
afsteunt. 

De muizen worden bediend door de rollenlat (R) die 
om de 80 mm een looprol L heeft waarmee hij afrolt op 
een strook verenbandstaal die op de bodem van het U- 
profiel geklonken is. Voorts heeft hij om de 80 mm een 
nokrol N die samenwerkt met de nokcume K van de 
muis en zo de muis om draaipunt B doet draaien. 
Elke wereldarretmuis bevat een pakket van 3 veren V 
die op de damschijf D een voorspankracht van 350N 
uitoefenen. Een opzetarretmuis heeft meestal alleen 
maar de buitenste veer met in de bocht een vulprop; de 
kracht is dan ca 100 N. 

De damschijf wordt tegengehouden door een eindaan- 
slag (2 pennen) E, dus aanvankelijk (nokcumedeel K1) 
zwaaien damschijf, veren en muis als 6611 star voorge- 
spannen geheel naar buiten. 
Als de damschijf de pennen P en de aanslag A raakt, 
komt hij 10s van de (nog over ca 1 mm doorzwaaiende) 
pennen E en draagt hij zijn kracht over op de produkt- 
drager die daarmee zijn axiale positie exact vastgelegd 
ziet. 

Samenvattend 

Er zijn twee arretlijsten (U): 
- de ene zit vast aan het freem; dit is de wereldarret- 

lijst, 
- de andere beweegt heen en weer met de slag van de 

opzet-steek; dit is de opzet-arretlijst. 

Onderin elke arretlijst zit een rollenlat (R) met looprol- 
len (L) en bedieningsrollen (N). 

Deze rollenlatten bewegen heen en weer ten opzicbte 

van de arretlijsten, dus t.0.v. de stilstaande wereld-arret- 
lijst, resp. de bewegende opzetarretlijst. 
Eke bedieningsrol bedient een muis (M) die op zijn 
beurt weer een arreterende damschijf @) bedient. Dit 
gebeurt beurtelings in de wereld- en in de opzet-arretlijst 
met een kleine overlappingstijd zoddat de plaats van de 
produktdrager ook axiaal steeds bepaald is. 

BEPERKING VAN HET AANDRIJFKOPPEL 
VOOR DE ARRETBEDIENING 

In de ontwerpfase bleek dat de arretbediening een 
groot koppel in de aandrijving zou vragen. 

Bij een snellopende lijn moet het arret zeer snel in- 
en uit-zwaaien; in de ontwerpspecificatie stond daar ca 
15 miUisec.voor. Dat vraagt een pittige terugstelkracht. 
Neemt men hiemoor een veer dan moet de aandrijving 
via de rolienlat periodiek nogal wat arbeid leveren. Verder 
gaat er ook veel arbeid zitten in het spannen van de veer- 
pakketten V. 

Een lijn van 6 tafels bevat 6x18= 108 muizen in sene, 
en als eike wereldarretmuis een voorspanarbeid vraagt 
van ca 350 N x ca 1 mm gaat er elke cyclus ca 38 Nm de 
aandrijving in en uit. Bij een totale rollenlatslag van 
13,6 mm en een opspan-traject (K2) van 6,l mm geeft 
dat 7000 N in de rollenlat: een zware opgaaf en zeker 
d6 levensduurbegrenzende belasting van de aandrijving. 
Bij tomen uit de hand tijdens montage kan zo'n hoeveel- 
heid arbeid trouwens nauwelijks op te brengen, en als hij 
vrijkomt niet te stuiten zijn! 

Dit dwong ons tot bezinning over systemen met con- 
stante energie-inhoud (zie D.DP. 67). De energie uit de 
veerpakketten V wordt periodiek opgeslagen in compeu- 
satieveren C die tevens de noodzakelijke nokrolvoorspan- 
ning leveren. De uitvoering is beschreven aan de hand 
van fig. 3, rechtse muis. 
Elke muis draagt een zadeltje Z, dat men met zijn gebo- 
gen bovenvlak in het momentane contactpunt H kan af- 
rollen over de onderkant van het aanslagblokje A. 
In de beide dunne zijwanden van het zadeltje zit een gat 
waaman de bovenrand een glijboog G vormt (cirkelboog 
met middelpunt F), die afsteunt op een uitsteeksel C' 
van de muis met dezelfde straal als G .  Het punt F is daar- 
mee het relatieve draaipunt geworden van muis en zadel. 
(De rest van de vorm van het gat wordt bepaald door de 
eis dat het in CCn stuk gespoten delrin zadeltje bij mon- 
tage van bovenaf op de muis geschoven moet kunnen 
worden zonder te breken bij het openbuigen om de uit- 
steeksels G' door te laten.) 
Het zadeltje heeft aan de onderzijde twee haken die passen 
om de dwarse halfcilindrische kop van de delrin spijker S 
die geleid is in een beugeltje dat in de rollenlat R gepunt- 
last zit. 
De compensatieveer C staat gespannen tussen beugeltje 
en spijkerkop. Hij probeert het zadeltje te laten draaien 
om punt H (afrollen op het aanslagblokje A). 
Punt F moet dan in fig. 3 naar beneden bewegen, d.w.2. 
de muis draait om zijn as door B, althans voorzover de 
nokrol N dit toelaat. 

41 
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De veer C fungeert dus als nokrolvoorspanveer en de 
voorspankracht is bij benadering even groot als de veer- 
kracht C (ca 15 N). Daarmee is de vereiste terugspring- 
snelheid van de muis gegarandeerd. 
De compensatie van de voorspanarbeid in de veerpakket- 
ten V is nu verkregen door geschikte keus van het profiel 
van de nok op de muis en dus van de n o k c u ~ e  K. 
Het deel K1 is zodanig dat de verplaatsing van de haken 
van het zadeltje en dus van de kop van de spijkers S 
precies geEjk is aan de verplaatsing van de rollenlat R. 
De veer C blijft dus constant van lengte: hij levert we1 
een voorspankracht maar giin arbeid. Over dit deel van 
de rit van de rollenlat zwaaien de muizen in en zoeken 
de damschijven hun plaats tussen de pennen P van de 
produktdrager. 
De rest van de rit dientom de damschijf 10s te tillenvan de 
eindaanslag E. Hierbij worden de voorgespannen veren V 
verder opgespannen (over ca I mm). Het deel K2 van de 
nokcurve zorgt dat de veer C hierbij expandeert (de spij- 
kerkop loopt nu sneller dan de rollenlat), zodanig dat de 
compensatieveren C steeds precies dii arbeid leveren die 
de veerpakketten V dragen. In principe zou de aandrij- 
ving (bij laag toerental) krachtloos kunnen zijn ! 

Ein complicatie treedt nog op: de curvedelen K1 en 
K2 gaan met een snijpunt in elkaar over; het nokprofiel 
is dus niet realiseerbaar: we krijgen "ondersnijdiig". 
Erger nog: om voldoende levensduur te halen, van de 
delrin nok op de stalen rol, willen we het nokprofiel zelf 
al een flinke radius geven. De culvedelen K1 en K2 gaan 
dus met een nog grotere straal in elkaar over. 
Er zitten echter 18 muizen in een lijst en het moment 
dat de damschijf van de eindaanslag E getild wordt zal, 
ten gevolge van onvermijdelijke opbouwtoleranties, bij 
eke  muis we1 iets verschillend zijn. 

We kunnen een soort Gausse-verdeling verwachten en 
de breedte daawan hebben we in de hand door de lijst 
enigszins hellend onder de produktdrager-rij temonteren. 
Daarmee kunnen we de breedte van de Gausse-verdeling 
afstemmen op de "afronding" van de overgang tussen de - / curvedelen K1 en K2. De monteurs van de Machine- 
fabrieken hebben soms de neiging de basislijn "te netjes" 
(alles evenwijdig) te monteren. 

Door echter per tafel de vaste lijsten waarop de opzet- 
lijsten uch afrollen, resp. waar de arretlijsten op rusten, 
expres iets te laten hellen ten opzichte van de produkt- 
drager-geleiding, kan men een (zeer Iaag) minimum voor 
de bedienkracht van elke rollenlat vinden. Dit uiteraard 
mBt produktdragers in de lijn, anders nemen de veer- 
pakketten V de uit de compensatieveren C vrijkomende 
arbeid niet op ! 

UlTVOERlNG VAN DE OPZET- EN ARRET- 
MECHANIEKEN 

Zo ingewikkeld als de beschrijving van de energie- 
gecompenseerde arretprincipe is, zo simpel is de opbouw 
en werkmg. 
Muis, zadel en spijkers zijn Delrin spuitprodukten. 
De veren V zijn gecodeerd bij Bakker, de veren C zijn 

standaard uit de Tevemacatalogus; looprollen Len nok- 
roUen N zijn kogellagers 4x16~5, en de lijsten U met de 
blokjes A zijn gemaakt met behulp van voor alle lijntypen 
te benutten snij- en buigstempels, en kalibreemal. 

De levensduur voldeed aan de venvachtingen: onder 
goede smeringcondities hebben zelfs de zwaar belaste 
wereldarretlijsten 180.000.000 slagen gemaakt. 
De delrin nok hield het uit, evenals de keten: 
spijker + zadel + muis. 
Dit is mede hieraan te danken: 
De draaipunten B, F en H liggen praktisch in CBn lijn; dat 
betekent dat de slipsnelheiden dus de slijtage in H (tussen 
zadeltje en aanslagblokje, essentieel lijnaanraking) uiterst 
gening is. Op de glijboog G (tussen zadel en muis) is er 
we1 degelijk een slipsnelheid maar daar is de vlaktedruk 
lager dankzij het grotere contactvlak. 

De verdere constructie van de basislijn heeft weinig 
uitleg nodig; hij spreekt voor zichzelf. 
De "aandrijfunit" is een typische plaatwnstructie. 
Wie eventueel achtergrondinformatie zoekt, kan dat vin- 
den in "Des Duivels Prentenboek": 
- hoofdnokkenas conform D.D.P. 03, 
- directe aandrijving: D.DP. 09, 
- frame: D.D.P. 15, 
- nokrolhefbomen volgens D.D.P. 87, 
- "sneUe as"met tussenvertraging per tafeI: zie D.D.P.31. 

DE PLAATSNAUWKEURIGHEID VAN DE 
PRODUKTDRAGERS 

Een interassant aspect is de bereikte plaatsnauwkeurig- 
heid van de produktdragers. Daarbij vallen vier aspecten 
te onderscheiden: 

1. de "absolute" plaats langs de Ejn 

2. de "overname-fout" tussen opzet-arretlijst en wereld- 
arretlijst 

3. de statische "terugkomnauwkeurigheid" in de wereld- 
arret (hysteresis en virtuele speling) 

4. de dynamische nauwkeurigheid: de resttrilling aan het 9 
eind van de opzet. 

Deze vieraspecten wordennu achtereenvolgens besproken: 

1. De "absolute" plaats langs de lijn 
Voor de normale toepassingen stelt men hier veel 
lagere eisen dan de onder 2.. 3. en 4. genoemde fouten. 
Er moest evenwel toch een kaEbreerma1 komen om 
de vrij ruw in de opzet- en wereldarretlijsten ingelaste 
aanslagblokjes A op hun plaats te brengen. 
Dit gebeurt door plastische vloci vanplaatselijke zones 
in de lijstwanden tussen tevoren ingestampte gaten en 
gleuven, het zogenaamde vloeipatroon (zie D.D.P. 47). 
Nu was er weinig tegen en veel v66r om dat dan 
meteen maar "goed" te doen. De kalibreermal zelf is 
dan ook een bijzonder interessante en goedkope con- 
stmctie geworden uit ruwe onbewerkte plaat en pro- 
fielijzer. 
De 22 kalibreeraanslagen erin staan echter afgesteId 
op 80,000 mm afstand; bij 2O0C is de afwijking min- 
der dan plus of min 1/2pm. Het afstellen is in Bin 
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middag gedaan op de lengte-meetbank van de THE; 
de virtuele speling van de aanslagen (grof ingelast con- 
form D. D.P. 14a) was niet meetbaar dus waren ze vol- 
doende hysteresis-vrij. 
De te kalibreren opzet- en wereldarretlijst krijgt tijde- 
lijk hulppennen gestoken door de 18 gaten Ben wordt 
omgekeerd op de kalibreermal gelegd. 
Op de in D. D. P. 5 7 4  beschreven wijze oefenen 18 
halve tangen in de lengterichting van de lijst een gelijke 
dmkkracht uit op aUe hulppennen. De lijst steunt 
daarbij aanvankelijk met CCn of enkeie van zijn aan- 
slagblokjes af op de bijbehorende aanslag van de kali- 
breermal. 
Als de belasting van het betrokken blokje de 5000 N 
overschrijdt, treedt plastische vloei op en komen ook 
andere blokjes in contact met hun kalibreeraanslag. 
Als tenslotte alle vloeipatronen in bedrijf zijn, wordt 
nog vrij veel verder gedeformeerd tot eengedefinieerde 
eindstand bereikt is. Dit axes onder virgaande (auto- 
matische) compensatie van de resulterende langs- 
krachten op de lijst zowel als op de mal. 
Bij gelijke vloeigatpatronen, gestampt in de wals- 
richting van de plaat (dus bij zo constant mogelijke 
matedaaleigenschappen) en een uiteindelijk onderliig 
niet a1 te veel verschiilende deformatie, moet de span- 
ningsverdeling en dus ook de (op zichzelf a1 geringe) 
elastische temgvering praktisch gelijk zijn. 

Bij goede symmetrische vloeipatronen (vlg. D.D.P. 47) 
is geen grotere afwijking dan ca 2 wn te verwachten. 
Bij de nu toegepaste sterk asymmetrische vloeipatro- 
nen die zich bovendien noodgedwongen uitstrekken 
tot de las-beinvloede zone ligt dit veel s1echter;de 16 
middenblokjes zitten nominaal i 5 tot 8 pm en de 
uiterste blokjes hebben afwijkingen tot 30 pm. 
Daarmee is de "absolute" plaatsnauwkeurigheid nog 
althd aanz~enlijk beter dan met verspanende bewerking 
(op een lijst van bijna 1,s 1 m lang) te bereiken is. 

2. De overnamefout 
Hierdoor is ook de onder 2. genoemde "overname- 
fout" automatisch beperkt . De temperatuurinvloed 
speelt nauwelijks mee: de U-profielen van opzetlijst 
en arretlijst zijn uit even dunne plaat gemaakt en vol- 
gen gezamenlijk de omgevingstemperatuur. De relatie 
opzetarret- en wereldarretlijst blijft dus onveranderd. 
Alleen bij de overgang van de ene "tafel" (1 $4 m 
lange sectie van de lijn) op de andere kunnen bij tem- 
peratuursverandering overnamefouten verwacht wor- 
den als gevolg van de lagere opwarmsnelheid van het 
frame ten opzichte van de lijsten. 
Een verdere beperking van de overnamefout wordt 
verkregen door (conform D. D.P. 27) het wereldanet af 
te stellen op de plaats van de produktdrager aan bet 
einde van de opzetslag. Dan gaat de overname bij het 
begin van de mstperiode stootvr~j en kumen eventuele 
steekfouten alleen vlak voor het begin van de opzet 
@ij de overname van wereldarret op opzetarret) aan- 
leiding geven tot een stoot en trilliigen, die dan echter 
tijdens de opzet kunnen uitstewen. 
Dit betekent dat hij in "afleverstand" gelijk wordt 

aan de wereldarretlijst. Daarmee is de juiste afstem- 
ming verkregen voor alle posities op de lijst (gegeven 
het principe "buiten halen, binnen brengen"). 

De juiste steek bij de overname van de ene tafel naar 
de andere wordt verkregen door de wereldanetlijst 
van een tafel met zijn laatste positie af te stellen op 
de eerste positie van de opzetarret van de volgende 
tafel in zijn ophaalpositie (of omgekeerd). 

3. De statische "terugkomnauwkeurigheid" 
De onder 3. genoemde statische terugkomnauwkeurig- 
heid ligt bij de goede damschijfarretsvolgensDDP.43 
binnen 1 pm. 

4. De dynamische nauwkeurigheid 
De dynamische nauwkeurigheid, genoemd onder 4. 
wordt hierna afmnderlijk besproken. 

BEREKENING VAN HET DYNAMISCH 
GEDRAG VAN DE BASISLIJNMACHINE 

Het dynamisch gedrag en de belasting van het aandrijf- 
mechanisme zijn in principe anders voor iedere gekozen 
variant van de basislijnmachine. Bepalend zijn het aantal 
tafels, de opzetsteek, de produktiesnelheid en de massa 
van de produktdrager met produkt. 
Om de berekeningen voor de verschillende varianten snel 
door te kunnen rekenen, is hiewoor een computerpro- 
gramma opgesteld. 
Hiermee worden, uitgaande van bovenstaande gegevens, 
0.a. bepaald: 
- de dynamische plaatsonnauwkeurigheid direct na de 

opzet, 
- de nominale versnelling, 
- de botsversnelling t.g.v. speling in de aandrijving 

(wormkast), 
- de nokbelastingen van opzet- en arretmechanieken, 
- nominaal vermogen van de aandrijfmotor. 
Hierbij dient het volgende te worden vermeld: 
De oorspronkelijke ontwerpspeciticatie liep bij CCn tafel 
met produktsteek 80 mm tot 15000 slagen per uur. De 
opzet, de arretering en het aandrijfmechanisme voldoen 
hieraan. 
Een dergelijke machine zou volgens het computerpro- 
gramma een plaatsfout hebben aan het einde van de 
opzet van minder dan 8 ym. Bij het arreteren wordt dit 
teruggebracht tot < 2 ym. 
Essentieel is een speliigsvrije vertraging tussen motor en 
nokkenas en spelingsvrij aangedreven omkeerbochten. 

Hiewoor zijn heel goede ontwerpen gemaakt, oa .  van 
een speliigsvrij voorgespannen wormkast. Het werden 
relatief dure componenten en toen het toepassingsge- 
bied zich vooral ontwikkelde in de richting van langere 
lijnen met veel lagere toerentallen, is besloten om tot 
ca 5000 slagenlh standaard-wormkasten te gebmiken. 
Ook de rest van het functieelementensysteem, waar- 
onder de omkeerbochten en de produktdragers zijn 
ontworpen voor toerentallen tot 5000/h. 
Het doorlopen van de middenspeling van zo'n wormkast 
is uit een oogpunt van dynamisch gedrag een ongunstige 
zaak, in het bijzonder omdat de volgeraandrijving zo 
stijf is. 

43 
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Naar amleiding van een praktijkvmg hoe de lijn- 
machine zich gedraagt bij 5000 prod/h zijn een bereke- 
ning en een meting uitgevoerd aan een machine met: 
- produktdragers aan beide zijden van de tafels 
- aantal tafels: 2 
- opzetsteek: 160 mm 
- produktiesnelheid: 5000 p/h 
- massa produktdrager + produkt: 1,08 kg. 

Berekend zijn oa.: 
- de fiordnde versnelling van de produktdrager: 

h = 25.1 m/s2 
- de dynamische plaatsonnauwkeurigheid direct na de 

opzet, v66rdat het arret inkomt, wanneer de aandrij- 
ving geen speling heeft: 
uo = 16.10-~ m =  16pm 

Bij toepassen van een standaard wormkast met een speljng 
aan de uitgang van 0,0035 rad vinden we: 
- de botsversnelling ten gevolge van het doodopen van 

deze speling in de aandrijving 
a - urn = 26,1 m/s2 

- de dynamische plaatsonnauwkeurigheid direct na de 
opzet, v66rdat het arret inkomt ten gevolge van het 
doorlopen van deze speling: 
us, = 0,208 x 10-3m = 208pm. 

Bij het inkomen van het wereldarret wordt deze fout ge- 
reduceerd tot ongeveer 2 pm. 

Tijdens het draaien van de machine is op een produkt- 
drager het versnellingspatroon gemeten met een versnel- 
lingsopnemer (zie fig. 4). Hieraan kunnen we zien: 
- de nominale versnelling is ongeveer 25 m/s2 en komt 

dus goed overeen met de berekende waarde 
- van de botsversneUing ten gevolge van het doorlopen 

van speling in de aandrijving is op de produktdrager 
nog maar weinig over: 
usn = 10 m/s2 (op produktdrager) 

- uit de meting kan men de eigentrillingstijd van het 
opzetmechaniek bepalen. 
Deze is ongeveer: Te = 0,0195 s. 
Dit geeft een kental voor het dynamisch gedrag: 

- 
Dit is een zeer goede waarde. 

- De versnellingen van de produktdrager bij inkomen en 
uitgaanvan de opzet en wereldarrets zijn relatief laag: 

ic = 10 A 15 m/s2 

CONCLUSIES t.a.v. het dynamisch gedrag: 

- Door de stijve opbouw van de aandrijving en de arret- 
latten is het dynamisch gedrag van de basislijnmachine 
met een standaard wormkast bij een tempo van 
5000 p/h nog zeer goed. Met een spelingsvrije vertra- 
ging zou de opzet en aandrijving van de lijn voldoen 
aan de oorspronkelijke ontwerpspecificatie die bij 
t6n tafel met produktsteek 80 mm liep tot 15000/h. 
Dit is uiteraard voor het huidige toepassingsgebied 
niet relevant aangezien daar de onderdelentoevoer de 
beperkende factor is. 
Men kan dan volstaan met een standaaxdwormkast 
die - evenals de rest van het functieelementen- 
systeem, waaronder de produktdragers en de lijn- 
bochten - geschikt is voor toerentallen tot 5000/h. 

- Door de zeer zorgvuldige en nauwkeurige manier van 
ovememen van opzetanet naar wereldarret zijn ver- 
snellingen tijdens dit ovememen erg klein, en de 
trilliigen dus uiterst gering, evenals de belastingen 
op de arretmechanieken. 

- Met het rekenprogramma kan men allerlei configura- 
ties snel doorrekenen. 

k opzetarret in 
wereidarret uit 

B: werddarrm in 
opzetalt uit 

Fig. 4 
Vwsnelling van nen produktdrager op de basislijnmachine 
- twee tafels : indexerende opzat lungs beide djden 
- apzetdag : 160 mm 
- snelheid : 4840 Dlagenluur 
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Appendices 

Appendix B: Wittgen's method applied to the PAR-lamp 

To fix a body in space, all six degrees of fieedom of that body have to be 
fixed. This can be done by pressing the body against six supports that are 
fixed in space. These supports have to be chosen in such way, that each 
support imposes one degree of freedom. A force is needed to apply 
preload on all supports, ensuring fixation in all degrees of fieedom. 

Because the lamp is symmetrical in 8-direction, ifis degree of fieedom 
cannot be fixed by pressing the lamp to a support. The remaining degrees 
of fieedom can, so five supports are needed on the perimeter of the lamp. 
The location and direction of the closing force can be derived by 
Wittgen's method [3]. In the following steps, Wittgen's method is applied 
to the clamping unit on the current finishing line machine, schematically 
displayed in figure 2.8. 

Figure B. I Figure B.2 

1) Figure B.l shows a 2D-view of the lamp and its contact points. The 
two upper contact points impose the y- and z-translation of the lamp. 
The remaining contact point imposes the protation. 

2) Now, three lines are drawn fiom the contact points perpendicular to 
the perimeter of the lamp, as can been seen in figure B.2. Three 
rotation poles are found. These are the poles round which rotation 
must occur, when there is contact with two contact points, and the 
third contact point has to be reached. The required direction of 
rotation is also shown. 

3) A force, which exercises a moment in the required direction of 
rotation round all three poles, ensures that all contact points are 
reached. This limits the area trough which the line of action of the 
closing force may run. The 'restricted areas', though which the 
closing force may not run, are hatched in figure B.3. 
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4) Figure B.3 deals with the fiction-less case. When there is friction in 
the contact points, further restrictions have to be imposed on the 
closing force. From each contact point, two lines are drawn at an angle 
a (a=arctan p) with the already drawn normal lines, corresponding to 
the fiction cone in that contact point. 
When the closing force intersects an area, where the fiction cones 
overlap (areas hatched in figure B.4), the closing force is in 
equilibrium with the two normal forces and associated friction forces 
in the celltact pei~ts.  Swh a sihatim is self-l~kibiting, md the third 
contact point is not reached. 

Figure B. 3 Figure B.4 

The area through which the closing force may run is narrowed, and 
shown in figure B.4. 
For the location and orientation of the closing force out of the Y Z -  
plane figure B.5 is considered. To fix the x-translation of the lamp, it 
has to be in contact with both upper contact points, to fix the y- 
rotation, it has to be in contact with the lower contact points. To 
ensure this, the closing force has to point between the two upper 
contact points, resulting in another restricted area. 

Figure B. 5 

The closing force in the current product carrier points upwards on the 
center of the lens. Figure B.4 shows that this force intersects the restricted 
area, so it is not able to press the lamp to all five contact points. 1.e. the 
lamp is not fixed in six degrees of freedom. Figure B.4 shows that the 
restricted areas leave a small passage for a closing force which is applied 
on the lens; a small increase in hction coefficient can make a closing 
force on the lens incapable of pressing the lamp to all contact points. So 
another configuration of the contact points is needed. 
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In paragraph 7.1 two configuration of the contact points are considered. In 
picture B.6 and B.7 the restricted areas for the closing force are given. 

Figure B. 6 

Figure B. 7 



Appendix C calculations on the current product carrier 

Forces acting on the product carrier 
During indexing, weight and inertia act on the center of gravity of the 
product carrier. The springs in the drive boards apply the preload on the 
rollers. 

Weight: 

Inertia: 
The product carriers are indexed according to a cycloid with the 
maximum acceleration according to: 

Preload: 
Two springs in the drive board apply the preload to the rollers. Each 
spring generates a force of 100N. 

These forces are transferred through the rollers to the track. The track and 
drive generate reaction forces on the product carrier. Figure C.l shows all 
the forces acting on the product carrier during index. In this figure only 
the comer piece, whch is the base of the product carrier, and the center of 
gravity (CG) of the product carrier is shown. 
The reaction forces can be determined by solving a set of six equations, 
which holds three force-equations and three moment-equations. 

Set of equations: 
x) F6 =q 4 = 76N 

Y) F , + F , = F ,  F2 = 94N 

z) <+F2+Fw =2Fp generates: & = 20N 

cp) al;; + aF2 = hF, + hF4 + cl;, + bFw F4 = 1N 

yJ) &+dFp+4F;=g&+qp P;, = 22N 

0) eF4 + b q  = eF, F, = 14N 



Figure C. I :  Forces acting on product carrier during index 

This shows that roller 4 has a minimal preload (in acceleration of the 
product carrier, deceleration generates a minimal preload for roller 3). The 
preload is cancelled out by the moments generated by the forces acting on 
the center of gravity. Ths  explains why product carriers separate from the 
track during index. At the end of index, acceleration decreases, and so is 
the inertia force. The preload springs are able to press the product carrier 
to the track again, causing the rollers to collide with the track. 

In the curves, there is no preload on the product carrier at all, so there is 
no fixation of the product carrier. Moments introduced by the forces 
acting on the center of gravity cause the product carrier to rattle through 
the track in the curves. 

In detent, preload is generated by the springs in the detent board. For 
figure C.l, t h s  means that distances a and b change fi-om 25mm and 
95rnm to 75mm and 45mm. F, increases from 100N to 350N. The set of 
equations yields: 

This shows that the preload on roller 5 is nearly twice as high as on the 
other rollers. This load, which is intermittedly put on roller 5, and the 
collisions roller 5 makes with the track during index and in the curves, 



makes it the roller with the lowest life expectancy (related to the third 
power of roller load). 

Stiffness product carrier 
An estimate of the internal stifhess of the product carrier is made by 
using a fem-model. Figure C.2 shows the fem-mesh of volume elements 
used to calculate the stifhess of the product carrier at the contact points. 
The product carrier is fixed on the locations of the rollers and the drive in 
the corresponding degree of freedom. To calculate its stifhess, loads are 
applied on the cofitact points h the six main &recticns. 

Figure C.2 

The calculated internal stiffness influences the dynamical performance of 
the product carrier. Besides this, stifkess has a linear influence in 
hysteresis. 
The virtual backlash occurring when the lamp is clamped is estimated in 
equation C. 1. 

Equation C.l shows that the virtual backlash on the contact points, for a 
fliction force of ION, equals 0.07rnm. This is the uncertainty of 
positioning of the lamp on the contact points. For the bottom of the lamp, 
this uncertainty is enlarged, resulting in a virtual backlash in the O.lmm 
range. 
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Appendix D: Design principle for high-force processes on 
finishing line machine 

On the current finishing line machine, three processes that generate high 
forces on the product carrier can be distinguished. In cap-placing, a 
pneumatic cylinder presses the cap on the bottom by a force of 
approximately 400N. In the peening process, pneumatic cylinders press 
the rotating pens to the cap by a force of approximately 250N. And in the 
spot-welding of the side lead wire, a force of 70N is applied to the side of 
the cap. 
These hgh forces are transferred through the lamp and product carrier to 
the track. On the current finishing line machine these forces cause the 
lamp to separate from the product carrier, losing all positioning 
information. To prevent the high forces to be transferred through the 
product carrier the following design principle is proposed. This design 
principle is shown in figure D.l for the peening process, but can also be 
used for cap-placing and spot-welding. 

Figure D. 1: Design principle for high-force processes 

Here, a yoke which is situated round the bottom of the lamp, holds the 
two actuators (pneumatic cylinders) for the peening pins. The lamp is 
fixed in six degrees of freedom to the fixed world by the product carrier. 
The yoke is fixed in five degrees of freedom; the degree of freedom on 
which the actuators work (y) is resiliently fixed to the fixed world by the 
leaf springs. Wher, the peening pins aove to the lamp, the yoke is moved 
in y-direction until both pins have reached the lamp. The low force 
required for the displacement of the yoke is transferred through the lamp 
and product carrier to the fixed world. When both peening pins have 
reached the lamp, the high peening force generated by the actuators is 
transferred through the yoke, and not through the product carrier. The 
position of the lamp and the process is defined by the product carrier. 
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Appendix E: calculations on leaf springs 

Maximum deflection 
The leaf springs allow the positioning unit to displace the clamping body 
to its desired position. After positioning, the leaf springs provide a stiff 
connection between the clamping body and main body in six degrees of 
fieedom. To dimension the leaf springs, first the maximum required 
displacement of the clamping unit is considered. 
Table E.l shows the positioning inaccuracy of the bottom of ihe I m p  
when the lamp is clamped in the clamping body of paragraph 7.1. These 
inaccuracies are derived out of table 4.3 and the position of the contact 
points in the clamping body. 

I Positioning inaccuracy/ 

h 0 . 5 m  
k1.5mm 

*0.8" The diameter and roundness tolerance 
of the area where the upper contact 

h0.8" points are situated is estimated 
between the tolerances of the 
reflector and the bottom at f OSmm 

X 

Table E. I 

lamp in clamping unit 
&0.5mm* 

Due to its rotational symmetry the lamp is not positioned by the clamping 
unit in 8-hrection. The lamp has to be loaded in the clamping body with 
such accuracy that the pos&oning unit can take the lamp in its peening 
holes. This requires a pre-aligning unit as in the current finishing line 
machine. The locating lug on the diameter of the reflector is suitable for 
this. 

In the positioning unit, the leaf springs make an out-of-plane deflection, 
and an in-plane slide in their clamps. Figure E.l shows the reqcired 
deflection and slide for correcting an angular inaccuracy (a) of 0.8". This 
yields a required slide (e) and deflection (s) of 0.8mm, resulting in a 
maximum slide of the leaf spring of * 2.3mm (combined z- and angular 
error) and a maximum deflection of * 1.3mm (combined x- or y- and 
angular error). 

Figure E. 1: slide and defection of leaf spring 
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Now the maximum deflection of the leaf spring is known, equation E.l 
(see also eq. 6.1) is used to determine the maximum spring-thickness (G~ 
= 500 ~ l m r n ~ ) .  

Eq. E. 1 

Leaf spring configuration 
Three different configurations of the leaf springs are investigated with a 
FEM-model. The model consists of plate eiements. To determine the 
stiffhess of each configuration 3 forces (x, y, z-direction) and 3 moments 
(9, yr, @direction) are applied on the upper ring of the clamping body. 

Figure E.2: conJiguration 1 

Figure E.3: c o n . r a t i o n  2 

Figure E.4: configuration 3 
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Previous figures show that there is not a significant variation in stiffhess 
in the different configurations. Configuration 2  is chosen because it has 
the highest stiffness in z-, 9- and y-direction, and sufficient stiffhess in x-, 
y- and @direction. Besides this, configuration 2  offers constructional 
advantages, because the clamps only have to take hold of the leaf springs 
on one point, and these points are tangential to the same circle. 

FEM-model leaf springs 
Drawing E shows how the leaf springs are mounted to the clamping body. 
I-'- L v  deternine the stifhess of the !ezf sprisg itself a FEM-model is made 

out of plate elements. Thickness of the leaf spring is chosen at 0 0 . m .  
Figure E.4 shows that the required force for the maximum deflection of 

Displacement 

0.00130 
~.0011E 
?.9e-04 
1.7e-OY 
5.9e-Oq 
3.9e-OY 
2.e-Ull 
0 

Figure E. 4 

Figure E.5 and E.6 show the deflection and stiffhess of the leaf spring 
when it is subjected to an in-plane force of 20N. 

Figure E. 5 Figure E. 6 
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Stiffness reduction after deflection 
When a leaf spring is deflected, its in-plane stiffness is reduced [4]. The 
tensile stifhess of a leaf spring is calculated by Equation E.2. 

Ths  equation shows that for the maximum deflection in this case 
(maximmi 'It = 3), the tcr,si!e stifhess cf the leaf sp*g is redcced by 
13%. This small influence can be accepted. 

Maximum buckling load 
When the lamp is loaded in the clamping body (see paragraph 7.5), the 
leaf springs are subjected to a compressive load. Because of the thin 
cross-section of the leaf spring, buckling must be considered. An estimate 
for the buckling load can be made by equation E.3. (Euler). For 
simplicity, the leaf spring is modeled as a rectangular leaf spring. (w-t-l = 
1 0 -  0.4.30mm) 

Upward forces on the clamping body (loading or processing forces), multiplied by a 
safety factor must be lower than this buckling force. 
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Appendix F: calculations on clamping body 

Forces on contact points 
Paragraph 7.1 shows two configurations for the location of the contact 
points in the clamping body, shown in figure F.l and F.2. The direction 
and location of the closing force is derived in appendix B. The normal 
forces on the contact points are calculated out of a set of equations which 
describes force- and moment equilibrium. In table F. 1 the reaction forces, 
the resulting friction moment in 8-direction, and the required horizsntd 
force to overcome the closing force are given. 

Figure F. 1 Figure F.2 

Table F. 1 

Fr 
Figure X.l 

50 N 
Figure X.2 

50 N 
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Internal stiffness of the clamping body 
The configuration shown in figure F.l is sufficient for the clamping body. 
The internal stifhess of the proposed shape of the clamping body is 
investigated. A finite element model, consisting of plate-elements, is used 
to investigate the deflection of the clamping body as result of the 
clamping force. Two thickened rings (aluminum 5x5mm) and a cone- 
shaped shell (aluminum lmm) are modeled. The model is fixed at the 
location of the belleville washers, and forces F1 until F5 are applied. 
Figure F.3 shows the results. 

I Displacement 

Figure F.3: FEM-model of clamping unit 

The internal stiffness is in the lo6 Nlm range, which results in a virtual 
backlash in the positioning of the lamp in the clamping unit in the 
O.Olmm range. The virtual backlash can be calculated from equation F.l 
P I .  

2W 
S ,  =- Eq. F. I 

C 

The clamping body's mass is also calculated by the FEM-model and 
equals 0.07 kg. It is estimated that the clamping mechanism's mass is 
approximately 0.1 kg, which ensures that the clamping body's mass will 
not exceed 0.2 kg. 

Closing force generated by spring wires 
When a spring wire is deflected, it stores elastic energy. The maximum 
storable energy (U) per volume (V) can be calculated by equation F.2 [3]. 

Eq. F.2 

Here q is a number which characterizes the stress distribution in the 
material (e.g. q = 1 for tensile stress, q = 'I3 or 'I9 for bending stress). 
The spring wire has to be capable to store the energy which is generated 
by its deflection caused by the closing force. 



The stored energy can be calculated by equation F.3. For simplicity, the 
spring wire's stifhess is assumed constant and derived by the linear beam 
theory for the load situation in equation F.4. 

u = %c.s2 Eq. F.3 

Eq. F.4 

These equations show that for a wire diameter of 3mm and length of 
100mrn, most of the storable energy is needed for transferring the closing 
force of 50N. 1.e. it is possible to apply a force of 50N to the lens by a 
wire which runs under the lens, however, the wire will be loaded near its 
maximum, and cannot be used for other purposes, such as opening the 
mechanism. For this calculation a maximum allowable fatigue stress of 
500 N/rnm2 is taken for the spring wire (Philips N10261085 of =550 
~ l r n d ) .  

Therefore, the sets of belleville washers are added. In the belleville 
washers the required energy can be stored for generating the closing force 
and for malung the mechanism bi-stabile. 
The occurring bending stress in the spring wire can also be calculated 
with the linear beam theory out of equation F.4: 



Appendix G: calculations on leaf spring clamp 

Hysteresis 
Because in a clamp fixing is acheved by means of friction, hysteresis is 
involved. Hysteresis causes virtual backlash, which is an uncertainty in 
positioning and can be calculated with equation G. 1 [3] 

Eq. G.1 

Equation G.l shows that, when the dimensioning of the leaf spring is 
fixed (thickness t, tensile stress ot, E), for a given friction coefficient, the 
normal pressure in the clamp determines the amount of virtual backlash. 
To minimize virtual backlash, normal pressure should be high. This 
means that for a given normal force in the clamp (in our case 250N) the 
contact area must be kept small. 
Equation G.l is derived for symmetric clamps, i.e. clamps which have the 
same stiffness on each side of the leaf spring. In our case (concept 2), the 
clamp stiffness is determined by one side of the clamp, doubling the 
virtual backlash. 

Contact stresses 
Because of the required normal force of 250N, stresses in the contact of 
different bodies should be considered. In drawing G, contacts of flat 
objects such as that of leaf spring (LS), ring (Rl) and ring (R2), can cope 
with these stresses, however, to ensure a respectable lifetime hardened 
materials should be used. In the contacts where round objects are 
involved, Hertzian stresses occur. The Hertzian stress in the contact 
between roller @b) and roller (Rc) is the largest, and calculated by 
equation G.2 and G.3 [5]. This stress is allowable for bearing steels used 
in bearing elements [6 ] .  

with: 

Eq. 6.3 

Balls have constructional advantages above roller needles, however 
Hertzian stresses occurring in point contacts are too high, as calculated in 
equation C.4 [5]. 



Appendix H: slip of rollers in curves 

When a roller is properly used, it is subjected to only radial load. Axial 
forces on the roller should be prevented. When the transport direction of 
the roller is not perpendicular to the rolling axis, axial forces are 
introduced, as shown in figure H. 1. 

transport direction * I 
rolling axis 

j i 

Figure H. 1 

This phenomenon also introduces slip in the contact, causing wear on the 
surfaces of the roller and the track. The maximum allowable angle of slip 
(a) is 0.5" at the maximum allowable normal load, and decreases linearly 
with the normal load [6]. 

When the product carrier with roller configuration proposed in figure 7.9 
is transported along a curve in the horizontal plane, undesirable slip 
angles occur as can been seen in figure H.2. (a = 10" for a curve radius of 
400rnm) 

Figure H.2 

Figure H.2 learns that for curves in the horizontal plane, rollers 
perpendicular to this plane must be placed exactly between the two rollers 
that prescribe the &orientation of the product carrier. 
For curves in the vertical plane counts that rollers perpendicular to this 
plane must be placed exactly between the rollers that determine the 
orientation in this plane (cp). 



This makes that it is not possible to roll slip-free through a curve with five 
rollers. When less rollers are used it becomes possible to roll slip-fiee. 
However, for a four-roller configuration, another problem should be 
considered. This problem is explained by means of a four-roller product 
carrier which makes a curve in the vertical plane, whch side view is 
shown in figure H.3. 

track rollers far side / 

track rollers front side / 

Figure H. 3 

The rollers on the far side determine the protation of the product carrier. 
When no rotation in tpdirection of the product carrier is allowed, the 
roller on the front side must follow the dashed trajectory. This means that 
both tracks cannot have the same shape. 
If the tracks do have the same shape, a \y-angle of 1" (curve radius 
400mm) is introduced, which exceeds the maximum allowable tilt angle 
of the rollers, which is 0.25" [6 ] .  



Appendix I: Alternative drive mechanism 

As stated in paragraph 7.3, the drive mechanism must have high stiffhess 
the drive direction. Instead of the plate-construction as in the drive of the 
CFT basic line machne (appendix A), a linear rack is proposed. Consider 
figure I. 1. 

I1 piece of rack 4 

\ 
long linear rack detent rack 

Figure I. I 

Instead of taking the product carrier with a ring in a v-groove (paragraph 
7.4) a piece of rack is mounted on the product carrier. This piece of rack 
meshes with rack attached to the drive. The following steps are made: 

Detent; a piece of rack on the detent mechanism meshes with the rack 
on the product carrier. 
lSt takeover; a linear rack with the length of the machine comes in the 
rack on the product carrier while the detent is taken off the product 
carrier. 
Index; the long linear rack meshes with all product carriers and is 
indexed. 
znd takeover; at the end of the index the product carriers are delivered 
at the next detent, the detent racks meshes with the product carrier 
again. The index rack is taken away from the carriers, and moves back 
to its original position. 

t h s  concept it is possible to provide preload on the rollers of the 
product carrier by pressing the detent and index rack upwards. Because 
this load is applied over several teeth of the rack, normal pressure in these 
eontzcts c a  be kept low, which should reduce wear. The positioning 
accuracy of the product carriers, and so the rate of wear during takeover, 
is determined by the pitch accuracy and linear stifhess of the index rack. 
Accurate racks are available, and a rack with a cross-section of 15x1 5rnrn 
has similar linear stifhess as the plate-construction of the drive boards of 
the CFT basic line machine. 

A mechanism which applies preload alternately on the index- and detent 
rack is shown in figure 1.2. 



Figure I. 2 

In 'detent', rack (A) meshes with rack (B) of the product carrier. Spring 
(C) applies preload on the rollers of the product carrier. Body @) ensures 
the x-position of rack (A). The z-position of wheel (E) and index rack (F) 
is determined by four bar linkage (G)-(H)-(I). Index rack (F) can move, 
without moving the product carriers. 
In 'takeover' a force (J) is applied on the joint of bar (H) and (I). This 
moves wheel E upwards, until rack (F) meshes with rack (B) of the 
product carrier. Now, body @) and rack (A) move downward, and spring 
(C) is pressed in. Spring (C) transfers preload through bar (H) and (I) on 
the product carrier. Indexing rack (F) will index the product carriers. 
Because of the cranked lever @I)-(I), the required force (J) to remain the 
index state is low with respect to the preload force generated by spring 
(C). To takeover from index to detent, the force-direction (J) is inverted. 

To make an accurate index, besides index rack (F) the mechanism that 
indexes this rack must be stiff too. Since there is no flexibility required in 
the index pitch, there is no drawback in using a mechanical cam-drive. If 
designed properly (as in the CFT basic line machine) a very stiff dnve can 
be achieved. 
The stifhess in detent is determined by body (D). The joint of body (D) 
and the fixed world must be placed as high as possible, to increase 
stifhess. This body ensures a short force-path from product carrier to the 
base of the machine, resulting in high stifhess. However, the short force- 
path introduces another problem. Thermal expansion of detent and index 
mechanism is not similar, whch introduces inaccuracies in takeovers, 
causing wear. 
Advantage is that this mechanism always guarantees preload on the 
product carrier. However, this preload has the same amount in index and 
detent. Since there are no processing forces on the product carrier during 
index, preload does not have to be as hgh  as in detent. Lower preload 
during index, results in longer life expectancy of the rollers. This variation 
in preload can be achieved with the mechanism according to figure 1.3. 
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Figure I. 3 
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Appendix J: constant-speed drive 

At the end of paragraph 7.3, the advantages of having a constant-speed 
drive besides the indexing drive are shown. This appendix discusses two 
variants of the constant-speed drive. 

Variant 1 
When the product carrier is indexed, it is accelerated and decelerated 
according to a cycioid. h figure J.i position and speed during index are 
shown. 

1:, Position during index 

T v  I Speed during index 

I 
tm 

ti + 
Figure J. 1 

At maximum speed, there is no (nominal) acceleration of the product 
carrier. The constant speed drive also has no acceleration. So at this point 
the product carrier can be taken from indexed drive to constant-speed 
drive without an abrupt change in acceleration, resulting in a smooth and 
low-wear takeover. This gives a speed for the constant-speed drive which 
is approximately seven times higher than the average speed (v,) during 
index. This also means that for every seven product carriers in the index 
(processing) part, only one product carrier is needed in the return part. 
Using this variant, it needs to be considered that the last 'mouse' 
(appendix A) of the index board must be taken off the product carrier at 
half of the index. Since the 'mice' are collectively actuated, an adaptation 
to the actuation of the last 'mouse' is required. 

Variant 2 
hstead of using the index mechanism to speed up the pmduct carrier to 
the speed of the constant-speed drive, an auxiliary mechanism can be 
used. For this, the index mechanism has to deliver the product carrier at 
the last detent, which is speeded up by the auxiliary mechanism to the 
speed of the constant-speed drive, at which it can deliver the product 
carrier without an abrupt change of acceleration. 
Ths  variant gives freedom of choice for the speed of the constant-speed 
drive, and does not require an adaptation in the drive boards. 



Construction of a constant-speed drive 
As stated in paragraph 7.3, the constant-speed dnve must provide stiffhess 
to the product carrier in the same directions as the indexed dnve. It also 
has to provide preload on the product carrier. A possible concept is shown 
in figure J.2. 

track product carrier 

linear drive elemen 

Figure J. 2 

A linear drive element (chain or timing belt) drives rolling units with a 
constant speed. The rolling units can rotate round (A). A spring presses 
the two rolling units away from each other. When no product carrier is 
taken, the rolling units roll through a slot. At the takeover point, one part 
of the slot is removed, and the upper roller is forced in the v-groove in the 
product carrier and stops rolling. The spring now applies preload on the 
product carrier, which is supported by the lower roller in the slot, and the 
product carrier is fixed on the drive element. When angle (a) is kept 
small, stifhess remains high in the driving direction. 
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Appendix K: calculations on main body 

In ths  appendix the stiffness is calculated of a solid main body, a main 
body with voids for mass reduction without a top plate and a main body 
with voids and a top plate. 

Solid main body 
Figure K. 1 shows the fem-mesh of volume elements used to calculate the 
internai stifihess of the main body. On the location of the rollers and 
dnve, the mesh is fixed in the matching degree of fkeedom. Loads are 
placed on the locations of the leaf spring clamps in the six main 
directions. 

8.10 Nlm 
9.10 N/m 
2-10 Nlm 

3.10 Ndrad 
1.10 Ndrad 

ke 6.10 Ndrad 

Figure K. I 

Main body with voids without top plate 
Figure K.2 shows the used mesh, fixation and loads are applied in the 
same manner as in the previous mesh. 

Figure K.2 
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Main body with voids and top plate 
Figure K.3 shows the mesh out of figure K.2, added with a top plate. The 
top plate is fixed on the rest of the mesh on the locations of the bolts in 
drawing I. Fixation and loads are applied in the same manner as in the 
previous meshes. 

5.10 N/E 

8.10 N/m 
8.10 Nmlrac 
5-10 Nmlrac 

kn 2.10 Nmlrad 

Figure K. 3 

Stiffness and mass main body 
( Solid main (Main body with voids ( Main body with 

mass (kg) 
Cx 0v/m) 
CY CN/m) 
CZ (Nlm) 

k, (Ndrad) 

Table K. I 

k, (Ndrad) 
ke (Ndrad) 

Table K.l shows that stifhess in y- and yr-direction is greatly increased 
when the top plate is added. For y-stiffness, the top plate prevents the out 
of plane bending of the rim on which the roller which fixes the y-location 
is mounted. For yr-stiffness, the top plate prevents the outer points on the 
diagonals of the top plate to move out of each other. 
The increase in the other directions is less, however, when the amount of 
mass which is added by the top plate is concerned, the increase of 
stifhess is significant. (adding 10% of mass yields an increase of &200% 
in stifhess) 
Stiffness decrease between the solid main body and the main body with 
voids and top plate is allowable, especially when the achieved mass 
reduction is considered. 

body 
1.6 
8-10' 
9-10' 
2-10' 
3.10~ 
1.10~ 
6.1 o5 

without top plate 
0.7 

2-10' 
3.10~ 
5.10~ 
4.10~ 

voids and top plate 
0.8 

5-10' 
3-10' 
8.10~ 
8.10~ 

9-10" 
7.10~ 

5.10~ 
2.10~ 
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Appendix L: Alternative design main body 

In ths  appendix an alternative design for the main body is discussed. This 
main body allows the tracks to have the same shape, without exceeding 
the maximum allowed tilt angle of the rollers (see appendix H). In 
addition, preload on all rollers can be similar in this design, resulting in 
similar wear on the rollers, and similar life expectancy. 

Drawing M shows this design. The main shape and bctionality remains 
the same as the main body discussed in paragraph 7.4. Instead of the 
rollers in V-arrangement, two rollers (Rb), having the same orientation as 
rollers (Ra), are mounted. Rollers (Ra) and (Rb) oppose the degrees of 
freedom out of the horizontal plane of the product carrier. Using this 
configuration, yr-orientation of the main body is over-determined. To 
overcome this over-determination, an internal degree of fieedom [3] is 
added to the main body. 
During machining of the main body, material is removed in such way that 
body (B) remains attached to the rest of the main body only by thin rims 
(R1) and (R2). All degrees of freedom of body (B) are fixed by these thin 
rims, except for the yr-orientation. So, he main body's yr-orientation is 
opposed by track (Ta), and not by track (Tb). Track (Tb) still imposes the 
9-orientation of the main body. Still the dnve takes care for the preload 
on the rollers. 
To impose the y-degree of freedom, roller (Rc) is used. To prevent slip of 
this roller, it is placed exactly between rollers (Ra) (see appendix H). 
Since the preload generated by the drive points in z-direction, it is not able 
to apply preload on roller (Rc). Preload in y-direction is generated by 
spring (S). Spring (S) presses roller (Rd) to track (Ta). Roller (Rd) can 
make a small deflection in y-direction due to rim (R3), to overcome 
inaccuracies between both tracks. 

A finite element mesh, showed in figure L.1, is used to dimension rim 
(Rl) and (R2). The rims are modeled as plate-elements. With a rim 
thickness of O.8mm, translational stiffness is larger than 5.10~ N/m in 
every direction, and rotational stiffness is larger than 5.10~ Ndrad  for cp- 
and 0-orientation. Bending stresses remain far under the maximum 
allowed fatigue stress of 180 ~ l r n r n ~ ,  for yr-deflections of body (C). 

Figure L. 1 



To dimension rim (R3), it is modeled as a perforated hinge [3]. The 
bending stress for a rim-thickness of 0.8 mm and a maximum deflection 
angle of 0.02 rad (which corresponds with an y-translation of roller (Rd) 
of hOSmm) is calculated with equation L. 1. 



Appendix M: Synchronization mechanisms 

Paragraph 7.5 points out that to fix the degree of freedom on which a pair 
of tongs works, the movement of both tongs must be synchronized. This 
means that for every location of one tong, the location of the other tong 
must be prescribed. When the synchronization symmetrically describes 
the location of the tongs, the center of the object between the tongs is 
positioned exactly between the tongs, as figure M. 1 shows. The influence 
of toierances on the outer shape of the object in positioning its center is 
halved. 

Figure M. 1 

In the following examples several kinematic designs for synchronizing a 
pair of tongs are showed. 

Example 1 

i 

Figure M.2a 
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Figure M.2b Figure M.2c 

Figures M.2a t/m M.2c show a pair of tongs (A and B) with their pivots 
on the fixed world. Bar (C) and (D) connect both tongs. When pivot (E) 
moves on a straight vertical line, the pair of tongs is symmetrically 
synchronized. In figure M.2a, a Watt-mechanism [3] prescribes the 
vertical movement of point (E). For small tong-stroke, point (E) can also 
be guided by bar (F), as shown in figure M.2b. In figure M.2c the 
guidance of point E is provided by a rectangular slot. Here, backlash and 
wear should be considered. 
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Example 2 
Synchronization can also be achieved without adding extra bars and 
pivots as figure M.3a and M.3b show. 

Figure M.3b 

In figure M.3a two rollers are attached to the tongs. The rollers can roll 
horizontally in a rectangular slot. When the body which houses the slot is 
moved vertically, the tongs are synchronically actuated. Here, due to the 
form-closed fixation of the rollers in the slot, backlash and wear should be 
considered. 
In figure M.3bY synchronization is achieved by a set of gears. One gear 
prescribes the orientation of the other gear, and additionally the horizontal 
displacement of the tip of the tong. 

The form-closed synchronization mechanisms out of example 2, will 
always have a certain amount of backlash. This backlash will cause wear 
during lifetime of the mechanism, and the positioning accuracy of the tip 
of the tongs will vary over mechanism lifetime. Bar-linkages out of 
example 1 require more space, but can be designed with a smaller amount 
of backlash and wear, and thus are preferred. When elastic elements are 
used, a backlash and wear-fkee design can be obtained. 
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